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Dial Indicators (Graduation 0.1 mm)
ß
Type
- Precision acc. to factory standard
- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Dash scales can be rotated through 360° using

knurled outer ring to zeroise the pointer
- 2 adjustable tolerance marks
- Clamping shaft-Ø 8 mm h 6 hardened 

and ground
- Measuring inserts interchangeable
- Dimensions acc. to DIN EN ISO 463, 

edition June 2006

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33001 101 
Small Dial Indicators

33001 102
Standard Dial Indicators

33001 103
Standard Dial Indicators
- Additional with linear, 

absolute mm display.

33001 101

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    Graduation        Housing Ø         Measuring range         1 Pointer rotation          Dial graduation                                                                                               33001            …
                 mm                    mm                               mm                                mm                                                                                                                                                              
                   0.1                         40                                      10                                       10                               0 - 10                                                                                                                                   101
                   0.1                         58                                      10                                       10                               0 - 10                                                                                                                                   102
                   0.1                         58                                     30                                       10                               0 - 10                                                                                                                                   103

33001 102 33001 103

Small Dial Indicators (Graduation 0.01 mm)
ß
Type
- Dash scales can be rotated through 360° using

knurled outer ring to zeroise the pointer
- 2 adjustable tolerance marks
- Dial with black clockwise and red counterclockwise

figures
- 2 pointers (small pointer for absolute mm display)
- Clamping shaft-Ø 8 mm h 6 hardened 

and ground
- Measuring inserts interchangeable
- Dimensions acc. to DIN EN ISO 463, 

edition June 2006

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33003
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Measuring pin lapped and made of stainless steel

33004
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Housing made of hot-pressed brass, matt nickel-

plated
- Measuring pin made of stainless steel

33005
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- With impact protection, measuring transmissions

protected against sharp collision impacts, display
precision is retained almost completely

- Housing made of hot-pressed brass
- Measuring pin and clamping shaft made of 

stainless steel

33006
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Back wall designed as magnetic clamp
- Round magnet (adhesive power120 N) does not

impair mechanism or precision
- Can be used without holder and tripod
- Metal housing nickel-plated

33007
- Precision acc. to factory standard
- Watertight and oil-tight, acc. to IP 67
- Measuring transmissions protected against fluids,

impurities and sharp collision impacts, display
precision is retained almost completely

- Metal housing nickel-plated

33005

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    Graduation      Housing Ø         Measuring         1 Pointer                 Dial     33003            …      33004            …        33005            …      33006            …      33007            …
                 mm                  mm          range mm     rotation mm     graduation                                                                                                                                                       
                0.01                       32                            3                       0.5                0 - 50                            101                                                                                                                                                   
                0.01                       40                            5                       0.5                0 - 50                                                                101                                101                                                                         
                   0.01                       40                            3                       0.5                0 - 50                                                                                                                                           101                                    
                   0.01                      44                            3                       0.5                0 - 50                                                                                                                                                                               101

33003

33006

33004

33007

33001

33003 - 33007

 IP
67
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    Graduation     Housing Ø      Measuring             1 Pointer                 Dial      33009            …      33010            …      33011            …      33015            …      33017            …
                 mm                 mm       range mm         rotation mm     graduation                                                                                                                                                      
                0.01                  58.0                       10                               1              0 - 100                              101                              101                              101                              101                                    
                   0.01                  61.5                       10                               1              0 - 100                                                                                                                                                                              101

Dial Indicators (Graduation 0.01 mm)
ß
Type
- Dash scales can be rotated through 360° using

knurled outer ring to zeroise the pointer
- 2 adjustable tolerance marks
- 2 pointers (small pointer for absolute mm display)
- Clamping shaft-Ø 8 mm h 6 hardened 

and ground
- Measuring inserts interchangeable
- Dimensions acc. to DIN EN ISO 463, 

edition June 2006

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33009
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Robust metal housing
- Clamping shaft made of stainless steel

33010
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Clamping shaft and lapped measuring pin made 

of stainless steel
- Dial with black clockwise and red counterclockwise

figures

33011
- Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
- With impact protection, measuring transmissions

protected against sharp collision impacts, display
precision is retained almost completely

- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Clamping shaft and lapped measuring pin made 

of stainless steel
- Dial with black clockwise and red counterclockwise

figures

33015
- Precision DIN 878, edition June 2006
- Water-resistant
- Shadow-free graduation
- Cover disc can be rotated through 360° made of

glass-clear, impact-resistant plastic to zeroise the
pointer

- Dial with black clockwise and red counterclockwise
figures

33017
- Precision same as DIN 878
- Watertight and oil-tight IP 67
- With impact protection
- Measuring transmissions protected against fluids,

impurities and sharp collision impacts, display
precision is retained almost completely

- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Dial with black clockwise and red counterclockwise

figures
33010 33011 3301733009 33015

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 Graduation     Housing Ø      Measuring range       1 Pointer rotation         Dial graduation           Impact-protected                                                                   33024            …
              mm                 mm                             mm                              mm                                                                                                                                                                       
                0.01                      40                                     5                                   0.5                             0 - 50                                           x                                                                                                  097
                0.01                      58                                   10                                    1.0                           0 - 100                                           x                                                                                                  098
                0.01                      40                                   10                                    1.0                           0 - 100                                            -                                                                                                   099
                0.01                      58                                   10                                    1.0                           0 - 100                                           x                                                                                                   100
                0.01                      58                                   25                                    1.0                           0 - 100                                           x                                                                                                   101

Dial Indicators (Graduation 0.01 mm)

0
Type
- Convenient, large lifting sleeve with additional

protection against dust
- Ceramics-equipped measuring insert (lowest wear,

not electroconductive)
- Coloured tolerance markers for perfect reading
- Precision acc. to factory standard
- Dimensions acc. to DIN EN ISO 463, 

edition June 2006

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33024 099-101
Type
With concentri mm display for large surface area
and clear graduation.

33024 101
Type
Just as compact a housing as a 10 mm dial gauge.

33024 10133024 097 33024 098 33024 10033024 099

33009 - 33017

33024

Dial indicators

 IP
67
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         Graduation                      Housing Ø           Measuring range          1 Pointer rotation              Dial graduation          Clamping shaft Ø                              33025            …
                      mm                                 mm                                 mm                                mm                                                                        mm                                                        
                     0.01                                     58.0                                        30                                           1                                0 - 100                                    8 h 6                                                         101
                     0.01                                     58.0                                        50                                           1                                0 - 100                                    8 h 6                                                         102
                     0.01                                     58.0                                        80                                           1                                0 - 100                                    8 h 6                                                         103
                     0.01                                     58.0                                      100                                           1                                0 - 100                                  10 h 6                                                        104
                     0.01                                     61.5                                        30                                           1                                0 - 100                                    8 h 6                                           #            105

Dial Indicators -Special Types- (Graduation 0.01 mm)
ß
Type
Bezel with outer ring, rotatable 360° (cat.-no. 33035
only 36°) for setting the pointer to zero, 2 adjusta-
ble tolerance markers, clamping shank Ø 8 h mm 
h 6 hardened and ground, measuring inserts
exchangeable. Dimensions in compliance with 
DIN EN ISO 463, June 2006 edition.

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33035
Safety Dial Indicators
Type
Accuracy in compliance with DIN 878, June 2006
edition. With large free stroke and shock
protection. Measurements are performed within
less than 1 pointer revolution in order to avoid
errors in reading. Metal housing nickel-plated,
clamping shaft and measuring pin made of stainless
steel. With lifting sleeve made of metal. 
Use
The free stroke simplifies the task of inserting test
samples in the measuring fixture because the
measuring pin can be raised far above the measu-
ring range.

33040
Jumbo Dial Indicators
Type
Precision acc. to DIN 878, edition June 2006
(external value for measuring value reversal range),
housing made of hot-pressed brass, matt-chrome-
plated, 2 pointers (small pointer as mm display for

clear graduation), clamping shaft and measuring pin
lapped, made of hardened, stainless steel.

33050
Type
Precision acc. to factory standard, with reverse
pushbutton, Metal housing nickel-plated, dial with
black numerals running both ways, 2 pointers (small
pointer for absolute mm display), mounting on
clamping shaft or on the chamfer Ø 28 mm h 6.
Use
Particularly suitable in combination with gauges
resp. for installation equipment, tools and machines,
where easy read-off from above is required.

33055
Magnetic Dial Indicators
Type
Accuracy in compliance with DIN 878, June 2006
edition. Rear is magnetic, round magnet (magnetic
force 220 N) does not effect the mechanism or
accuracy, can be used without holder and stand.
Steel housing nickel-plated, scale with black
clockwise and red counterclockwise figures, 2
pointers (small pointer for indicating full millimeters).

3304033035

33050 33055

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
     Graduation      Housing Ø         Measuring     1 Pointer rotation                  Dial   Free stroke    33035            …      33040            …      33050            …      33055            …
                 mm                  mm          range mm                            mm      graduation                mm                                                                                                                            
                 0.01                       40                         0.4                                  0.5         20 - 0 - 20                   4.5              #            101                                                                                                             
                 0.01                       58                         0.8                                   1.0         40 - 0 - 40                   9.0                            102                                                                                                             
                 0.01                       80                      10.0                                   1.0               0 - 100                        -                                                                101                                                                         
                 0.01                    100                      10.0                                   1.0               0 - 100                        -                                                  #            102                                                                         
                 0.01                       40                         5.0                                  0.5                 0 - 50                        -                                                                                                    101                                    
                 0.01                       58                      10.0                                   1.0               0 - 100                        -                                                                                                                                        102

33025 101 33025 105

Dial gauges – Large measuring ranges – (Graduation 0.01 mm)
ß
Type
- With large measuring range
- Precision acc. to factory standard
- Metal housing nickel-plated
- Dash scales can be rotated through 360° using

knurled outer ring to zeroise the pointer
- 2 adjustable tolerance marks
- 2 pointers (small pointer is arranged concentrically,

absolute mm display for clear graduation)
- Important parts of the measuring equipment

mounted in drilled out stones made of 
sapphire, ruby or ceramic material

- Hardened and ground clamping shaft and measu-
ring pin made of stainless steel, measuring inserts
Interchangeable

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33025 104
Use
The dial gauge with 100 mm measuring range is
designed for use in a perpendicular position. When
used in other positions, due to the heavy weight of
the measuring pin, the measuring force should be
increased. Please ask separately.

33025 105
Type
In addition, water and oilproof, with shock
protection. Measuring mechanism secured against
liquids, dirts and hard impacts.

33025

33035 - 33055
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Precision Dial Indicators (Graduation 0.001 mm)
ß
Type
Bezel with dial rotatable 360° for setting the pointer
to zero except cat.-no. , 2 adjustable tolerance
markers, 2 pointers (small pointer for indicating full
millimeters), clamping shank Ø 8 h mm h 6 harde-
ned and ground, measuring inserts exchangeable.

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33060
Type
Precision acc. to factory standard, design principle
of the measuring equipment similar to that of
precision indicators, measuring pin travel is
increased and is transmitted via a lever to a pointer,
and due to its excess travel, the measuring equip-
ment provides effective impact protection. Metal
housing nickel-plated, scale with black clockwise
and red counterclockwise figures, with lifting sleeve.

33064
Type
Accuracy in compliance with works norm, important
parts of toothed gear measuring mechanism
with sapphire, ruby or ceramic bearings. Metal
housing nickel-plated, scale with black clockwise
and red counterclockwise figures, with lifting sleeve
made of metal.

3306433060

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                    Graduation       Housing Ø       Measuring range         1 Pointer rotation              Dial graduation                                         33060            …         33064            …
                                 mm                   mm                              mm                                mm                                                                                                                                              
                              0.001                        58                                      1                                       0.1                                0 - 100                                                                     101                                        
                              0.001                        40                                      1                                       0.1                                0 - 100                                                                     102                                        
                              0.001                        58                                      2                                      0.2                0 - 100 / 0 - 100                                                                                                             101
                              0.001                        58                                      5                                      0.2                0 - 100 / 0 - 100                                                                                                             102

Venting lever, wire lifter and replacement glass
33068
Lifting Levers
For lifting the sensing pin.
Use
For dial gauges cat.-no. 33001 - 33064.

33069
Wire lifter
Type
Length 10 mm, total length incl. pressure piece 
160 mm.
Use
For lifting the sensing bar. 
For precision indicator cat.-no. 33074.

33070
Dial indicator spare glasses
Use
For dial gauges cat.-no. 33001 - 33064.

33068

                                                                                                                                                                                        
               For housing Ø                                       33068            …              33069            …              33070            …
                                 mm                                                                                                                                                 
                                      -                                                      #            101                         #            101                                             
                              57/58                                                                                                                                                              103

33070

33069

33060 - 33064

33068 - 33070

Dial gauges │ Precision Indicators
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Precision Indicators
Type
- Impact-protected by mechanically disconnected

measuring equipment
- Compact dimensions, only 18.6 mm high
- 7 fulcrum pads for optimum precision
- Ball-guided sensing bar with gaiter to

protect against oil or other impurities
- Clamping shaft Ø 8 mm (h6)
- Adjustable tolerance marks
- Precision adjustment screw, accessible from

above, can be tightened

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.

33071 101
Mytast
Precision in accordance with DIN 879-1

33071 102
Centitast
Precision in accordance with factory standard

33071 101 33071 102

Precision Indicators

0
Type
- Measuring equipment mounted in rubies
- Precisely guided measuring pin
- Particularly robust and low-wearing
- With precision adjustment of pointer (a protective

cap prevents accidental adjustment, i.e. mistakes)
- Shadow-free graduation
- Clearly identifiable, red tolerance marks
- Impact-protected, free stroke
- With threaded bore for wire lifting
- In the case 

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.
Wire lifter see cat.-no. 33069 101.

33074 102+104
Type
- Protection category IP 53.

33074

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
     Measuring        Scale pitch                   Scale       Free stroke         Error limit       Repeat limit      Reversal range           Protection          Clamping          33074             …
      range mm           value mm           numbering                    mm                   mm                    mm                         mm              category       shaft Ø mm                                     
                     0.1                    0.001               50 - 0 - 50                            3                0.0012                 0.0005                      0.0005                   without                            8                                 101
                     0.1                    0.001               50 - 0 - 50                            3                0.0012                 0.0005                      0.0005                       IP 53                            8                                 102
                     0.5                       0.01               25 - 0 - 25                        2.5                  0.012                   0.003                         0.003                   without                            8                 #            103
                     0.5                       0.01               25 - 0 - 25                        2.5                  0.012                   0.003                         0.003                       IP 53                            8                                 104

Digital small dial gauges

0
Type
- Sealed in acc. with Protection category IP 65

against dust, metal particles, spray water and oil
- ABS plastic housing Ø 44 mm
- Swallowtail mounting, 

Shaft support 8 mm (h6) 
- Inductive measuring system
- With data output RS 232/USB, 

combined with external power supply
- mm/inch conversion

- Zeroising at any desired location (RESET)
- Auto-Off:
- Multifunctional LC display (character height 6 mm)
- Delivery including battery 3 V, type CR 2032, 

in a case

Note: 
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114. 
Clamping accessories for dovetail mounting see
cat.-no. 33255. 
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102.

33077 201

Combination display: scale/digits
(only cat.-no. 33077 202)

                                                                                                                                                                                        
 Measuring range     Resolution      Reproducibility     Error tolerance      Measuring force        33077            …
                        mm                 mm                          mm                         mm                               N                                
                           12.5                   0.01                          0.005                           0.02                       0.5 - 0.9                               200
                           12.5                0.001                          0.002                        0.005                       0.5 - 0.9                               201
                             5.0                0.001                          0.002                        0.004                    0.6 - 0.65                               202

 IP
65 Typ ITyp HTyp G

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type        Graduation     Measuring range       Free stroke              Display-    Measuring         33071            …
                                 mm                           mm                   mm     precision mm          force N                                   
    Mytast                0.001                                0.1                       3.0                     0.001                      1                                  101
    Centitast              0.01                                0.5                       2.5                     0.005                      1                    #            102

    Technical data:                                                              33077 200            33077 201            33077 202
    Changing over mm/inch:                                                                x                           x                           x
    Zeroising at any desired location (RESET):                                    x                           x                           x
    Graduation reversible (0.001/0.01 mm):                                        –                           x                           x
    Preset function:                                                                              x                           x                           –
    HOLD function:                                                                               x                           x                           –
    ABS (comparative measurement):                                                 x                           x                           –
    Measuring mode: MIN / MAX / MAX-MIN:                                     –                           –                           x
    Auto-Off:                                                                                         x                           x                           x
    Data output RS 232/USB:                                                              x                           x                           x

33071

33074

33077
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  Measuring range        Resolution            Error limit         Measuring force         multiCOM                                                                                                          33085            …
                        mm                    mm                       mm                                  N                                                                                                                                                               
                           12.5                      0.01                         0.02                               0.5 - 1                            x                                                                                                                                               201
                           12.5                    0.001                       0.005                               0.5 - 1                            x                                                                                                                                               202

Digital Dial Indicators

0
Type
- Capacitive measuring system
- KEEPTRONIC (blocking of the set reference

value)
- Strong-contrast 12 mm high LC digital display
- Data output multiCOM (optional RS 232, 

USB or Digimatic)
- Speed of movement 1.5 m/s
- Operating temperature 10-40°C
- Protection category IP52 acc. to IEC 60529
- Delivery incl. battery 3 V (type CR 2032) 

and user instructions

Functions:
- ON/OFF
- RESET (zeroising the display)
- Changing over mm/inch
- Reversal of counter direction
- PRESET (dimensionsal pre-setting)
- DATA (in conjunction with data connection cable)
- LOCK function: Keys are locked
- Auto-OFF (selectable)

Note: 
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114. 
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102. 

33085

IP
52 Typ M Typ N Typ O

Digital Dial Indicators

0
Type
- Aluminium housing
- Front panel platte made of polyamide, rotatable

through 270°
- Inductive measuring system
- Data output proximity, RS/USB
- LC digital display, 11 mm character height
- Protection category IP 51
- Reproducibility 0.002 mm (+/- 2s) 

(with cat.-no. 33082 301-304)
- Measuring spindle made of stainless steel,

hardened and ground
- Delivery incl. battery 3 V (type CR 2032)
- Dial gauges with resolution 0.001 mm with 

calibration certificate

Functions:
- ABS/Set (changeover between absolute and

comparative measurement)
- Counting direction reversible
- Min/Max/Delta memory
- Selection of tolerance limits, coloured display when

tolerance limits are exceeded, interrogation of
display values and scanning in of preset and
tolerance values

- Datum setting
- Changing over mm/inch
- Holding (HOLD)
- Data transmission
- Ref I/Ref II
- Preselect value (Preset)

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102.
Venting lever available for delivery on request.

33082

Measuring range 12.5 and 25 mm Measuring range 50 and 100 mm

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range           Resolution                 Error limit                     A                     B                     C         Measuring force           Proximity                           33082            …
                         mm                       mm                            mm                  mm                  mm                  mm                                  N                                                                                
                            12.5                         0.01            0.01 +/- 1 digit                   56.6                   66.1                   36.6                        0.65 - 0.9                             x                                                     297
                            25.0                         0.01            0.01 +/- 1 digit                   69.3                   79.0                   49.4                      0.65 - 1.15                             x                                                     298
                            50.0                         0.01            0.02 +/- 1 digit                 121.0                142.0                   88.0                          1.0 - 2.6                             x                                       #           299
                          100.0                         0.01            0.02 +/- 1 digit                 172.0                244.0                139.0                          1.8 - 3.0                             x                                                     300
                            12.5                       0.001                            0.003                   56.6                   66.1                   36.6                        0.65 - 0.9                             x                                                     301
                            25.0                       0.001                            0.004                   69.3                   79.0                   49.4                      0.65 - 1.15                             x                                                     302
                            50.0                       0.001                            0.005                 121.0                142.0                   88.0                          1.0 - 2.6                             x                                       #           303
                          100.0                       0.001                            0.006                172.0                244.0                139.0                          1.8 - 3.0                             x                                                     304

A
B

C

A

C

B

Ø4
Ø5 (150mm)

Ø12

19
2

8h6

19

MODE MINMAX PRESET TO LINPUT

OK

IN
mm

f (x)
H

B

2 x1
Maßeinheit 

mm/inch

Zeichen +/-

Batterie 
schwach

Anzeige des 
Menüs Mode

PRESET
Modus

MIN/MAX/DELTA 
Modus

Toleranz
Modus

Anzeige von
0.00005”

Einfrieren des 
Messwerts

Tastatursperre

Referenz 
aktiv

Toleranz-
anzeiger

Multiplikations-
faktor

Datenversand

33085 

IP
51 Typ J Typ K Typ L

Digital Dial Indicators 

33082
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KEEPTRONIC - system

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                      Type        Measuring range          Resolution          Error limit                                    33090            …
                                                            mm                      mm                     mm                                                              
      DIGICO 705 MI                                  12.5                      0.001                    0.004                                                  #            601

Digital dial gauge TESA DIGICO

(
Type
- Dimensions in compliance with DIN 878
- Housing diameter 57 mm
- LC-display, digit height 10 mm
- Zero-setting at any point within 

the measuring range
- Measuring force less than 2 N
- Data output      
- ON/OFF
- Changing over in count direction
- Scale display   
- Tolerance marks
- Preset function
- Key lock
- Conversion mm / inch
- Rotatable display

- Numerical tolerances
- Mode for measuring boreholes
- Measuring mode ABS / REL
- Complete reset   
- Dynamic measurement (Min, Max, Max-Min)
- Measurement of internal dimensions (Min/Max)
- Battery 3 V (type CR 2032)
- With test report, in storage box
- SWISS MADE

Note:
Special probes see cat.-no. 33114.
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102.
Metric-only versions and versions with default inch
display available on request.

33090

Typ ETyp DTyp CTyp B33090

To help you find your products faster, our entire product 
range has been divided into two separate catalogues 
and subdivided into clearly described product groups.
Always remember! CATALOGUE VOLUME [1] 
The specialist catalogue for machining 
and clamping technology.

Experience our extensive product range 
of quality tools from ATORN.

LARGE SELECTION – SIMPLE SEARCH

Performance requires quality

Info

0
Switching on the measuring system:
The display switches on immediately when the ON button is pressed, or simply by slide
action. The electronics have a memory function for the most recently displayed value, 
so the most recently saved datum position is always assured!

The locking function:
To prevent accidental misadjustment of the datum position or dimensional unit (mm/inch)
the control keys can also be locked. The measuring device is therefore as unchange-
able as an analogue measuring device.
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Special probe for dial gauges, precision indicator
Type
Connecting thread M 2.5.

Use
For special measuring tasks, replaceable with
normal sensing pins. 33114

                                                                                                                                         
    Probe                                                                                                 33114            …
                                                                                                                                         
     15          Normal probe                       -                                                                                  118
     16a        Extension                              10 mm long                                                             119
     16b        Extension                              20 mm long                                                            120
     16c        Extension                              30 mm long                                                            121
     16d        Extension                              50 mm long                                                            122
     16e        Extension                              100 mm long                                                          123
     19a        Roller sensor                       Radial run-out 0.002 mm                       #            124
     19b        Roller sensor                       Radial run-out 0.005 mm                       #            125
     20          Lift lever                                -                                                                    #            126
     21          Flat probe                             flat 20 mm Ø                                                           129
     22          Flat probe                             Carbide insert 4.8 mm Ø                        #            130
     23          Measuring insert                 cranked needle                                         #            131
     24          Measuring insert                 laterally offset                                           #            132
     25          Measuring insert                 can be swivelled through 210°              #            133
     26          Flat probe                             Ø 7.5 x 1.0 mm                                                       134
    27         Plate measuring insert       Ø 7.5 x 0.5 mm                                                 135
                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                         
    Probe                                                                                                 33114            …
                                                                                                                                         
     1            Tip probe                              45°                                                                           101
     2            Tip probe                              0.5 radius                                                                102
     3            Flat probe                             4.8 mm Ø                                                                103
     4            Flat probe                             7.8 mm Ø                                                                 104
     5            Sensing pint                         1.5 mm Ø                                                                105
     7            Ball probe                             3 mm Ø                                                                    107
     8a          Ball probe                             2 mm Ø                                                                    108
     8b          Ball probe                             4 mm Ø                                                                    109
     8c          Ball probe                            HM insert 2 mm Ø                                                  110
     8d          Ball probe                            HM insert 4 mm Ø                                    #            111
     9            Flat probe                             10 mm Ø                                                                  112
     11          Measuring dome                 -                                                                                  114
     12a        Ball probe                             Carbide insert 3 mm Ø                                          115
    12b        Ball probe                             Ceramic insert 3 mm Ø                           #            127
     12c        Ball probe                             Plastic insert 3 mm Ø                                            128
     13          Roller probe                         Radial run-out 0.007 mm                        #            116
    14         Tip probe                              -                                                                                  117

20

28

M2,5 x 6

9

10

M2,5 x 5
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Special contact points
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       Axial measuring probe, 8 mm, 

measuring pin mounted in ball bearing                                                                          
                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                            Measuring   Display range                                                               
                                                                                   Cat.-no.        Type             range           longest travel of         Cable          Measuring pin      Protective
                                                                                                                            mm               measuring pin mm     output         lift sheath
            

Standard type
                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   33116 101    GT 21           +/- 2              4.3                                axial             mechanical            nitrile
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   33116 102    GT 22           +/- 2              4.3                                radial           vacuum                  nitrile
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
            

            Standard type 
            with big free stroke                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   33116 103    GT 27           +/- 2              10.3                              axial             mechanical            Viton
                                                                                   

                                                                                   33116 104    GT 28           +/- 2              10.3                              radial           vacuum                  Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            Standard type 
            with larger measuring range                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33118 104    GT 61           +/- 5              10.3                              axial             mechanical            Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33118 105    GT 62           +/- 5              10.3                              radial           vacuum                  Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            … with measuring pin actuation 
            using compressed air                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                 Measuring        Display range                                               Compressed-air (bar) 
                                                                                                       Cat.-no.             Type                  range                longest travel of                  Cable               nominal value              Protective
                                                                                                                                                           mm                    measuring pin mm              output              maximum value           sheath
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            Standard type                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33122 101    GTL 222       +/-1.5            3.2                                radial           0.7/1.0                   Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33122 102    GTL 222-A   +/-1.5            3.2                                radial           0.25/6.0                 none
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33122 103    GT 282         +/-2               10.3                              radial           1.1/1.5                   Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33122 104    GT 282-A     +/-2               10.3                              radial           1.0/6.0                   none
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            Types 
            with larger measuring range                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   33122 105    GT 622         +/-5               10.0                              radial           1.1/1.5                   Viton
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                   

Overview of the TESA measuring probe in standard designInfo
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(
33110
USB measuring probe
Type
High accuracy across the whole measuring range.
Easy handling. Multi-purpose use. Direct connection
via USB interface. Better compatibility. RS 232
protocol without setting. The simple communication
protocol is compatible with (among others) the
software DATA-DIRECT (cat.-no. 33112 101) and
STAT-EXPRESS (cat.-no. 33112 102) and is very
user-friendly.
Use
For high-precision standard or multiple-station
measurements.

33110 101
GTL 21 USB
Cable exit axial.

33110 102
GTL 22 USB
Cable exit 90° offset.

33110 103
GT 61 USB
Cable exit axial.

33110 104
GT 62 USB
Cable exit 90° offset. Measuring pin-
vacuum lifting action.

33112 101
Software DATA-DIRECT Advanced
Use
Software for data transmission. Used in conjunction
with USB measuring probes cat.-no. 33110 101-104.

33112 102
Software STAT-EXPRESS
Use
Software for data collection and statistical data
processing. Used in conjunction with USB measu-
ring probes cat.-no. 33110 101-104.

Examples when using 1 measuring probe TESA USB and multiple-station measurements
with several measuring probes TESA USB used in conjunction with dial indicators. 

33112 101 33112 102

33110 104

33110 101 

USB measuring probe and software 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Type                                           Measuring range                    Error limit*              Error limit MPE             Reproducibility (2s)           33110            …              33112            …
                                                                            mm                                 µm                                  µm                                         µm                                                                             
   GTL 21 USB                                                          +/- 2                      0.2 + 0.2 · L                                        1.2                                             0.10                     #            101                                             
   GTL 22 USB                                                          +/- 2                      0.2 + 0.2 · L                                        1.2                                             0.10                     #            102                                             
   GTL 61 USB                                                          +/- 5                      0.5 + 0.2 · L                                       3.0                                            0.24                     #            103                                             
   GTL 62 USB                                                          +/- 5                      0.5 + 0.2 · L                                       3.0                                            0.24                     #            104                                             
   Software DATA-DIRECT                                            -                                           -                                            -                                                    -                                                                   #            101
   Software STAT-EXPRESS                                         -                                           -                                            -                                                    -                                                                   #            102
   * L: Measuring path in mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Electronic measuring probes  IP
65

33116(
Type
- Half-bridge measuring probes with 2 induction coils
- Robust design, protection category IP 65
- Less susceptible to temperature changes or

electromagnetic interference
- Ball-guided measuring pins
- Interchangeable measuring insert with carbide

metal ball Ø 3 mm
- Ground and chrome-plated cylindrical shaft 

Ø 8 mm (h 6)
- Swiss made product
- Delivery in a case incl. assembly key and test

report wtih conformity declaration

Note:
Type GT 21 HP and type GT 22 HP in high precision
version or with different measuring force as well as
measuring probes with 3 induction coils available on
request.
Multi-purpose measuring probes for multiple-station
measuring instruments, machine tools and further
accessories as in-process controlling devices
available on request. 
Display units see cat.-no. 33119 - 33121.

continuation .

33110 - 33112 

33116

Electronic measuring probe
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                               Type           Measuring range            Measuring force                                        33116            …
                                                                         mm                            max. N                                                                 
                             GT 21                                           4                                     0.63                                                      #            101
                             GT 22                                           4                                     0.63                                                                   102
                             GT 27                                         10                                     0.63                                                      #            103
                             GT 28                                         10                                     0.63                                                      #            104

Electronic measuring probes

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                               Type           Measuring range            Measuring force                                        33117            …
                                                                         mm                            max. N                                                                 
                             GT 31                                       0.6                                     0.10                                                      #            101
                                 GT 44                                       2.0                                     0.40                                                      #            105

33116 101 33116 102

33116 103 33116 104

33117 101

33117 105

 IP
65

IP
40

Electronic measuring probes

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                               Type           Measuring range            Measuring force                                                                                                                                           33118            …
                                                                         mm                            max. N                                                                                                                                                                    
                             GT 61                                         10                                     0.90                                                                                                                                                                      #            104
                             GT 62                                         10                                     0.90                                                                                                                                                                      #            105

(
Type
Cable exit axial. With big measuring stroke, ball-gui-
ded measuring pin, interchangeable measuring
inserts with carbide metal ball Ø 3 mm, ground and
chrome-plated cylindrical shaft Ø 8 mm (6 h). Half-
bridge measuring probes with 2 induction coils,
rugged type. Protection category IP 65. Less
susceptible to temperature changes or electromag-
netic interference. Swiss made product. In case,
wrench and  test report with declaration of
conformity included.

Note:
Display units see cat.-no. 33119 - 33121. Lower
measuring force available on request.

33118 105
GT 62
Offset cable exit 90°, retraction of the measuring pin
by vacuum.

 IP
65

33118 104

33118 105

(
Type
Half-bridge measuring probes with 2 induction coils,
rugged construction, rugged and virtually insensitive
to temperature variation and electromagnetic
interference, shank Ø 8 mm (h 6). Swiss made
product. In case, wrench and declaration of confor-
mity included.

Note:
Display units see cat.-no. 33119 - 33121.

33117 101
GT 31 measuring probe with cable
With impact-protected lever capable of swivel action
through 180°, housing with swallowtail strips matt-
chrome-plated, interchangeable measuring inserts
with carbide metal probe ball Ø 2 mm. Protection
category IP 40.

Note:
Other models with different measuring force and
accessories available on request.

33117 105
GT 44 miniature probe
See type GT 43, but with radial cable exit 90°,
retraction of the measuring pin by vacuum. 
Protection category IP 65. Incl. test report.

33117

33118

continuation .

33116 101
GT 21
- Cable exit axial.

33116 102
GT 22
- Cable exit 90° offset
- Measuring pin vacuum lifting action

33116 103
GT 27
- Cable exit axial
- With large recoil stroke

33116 104
GT 28
- Cable exit 90° offset
- Measuring pin vacuum lifting action
- With large recoil stroke
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Electronic measuring probes

(
Type
- With radial cable exit
- Measuring pin actuation using compressed air
- Big free stroke
- Swiss made, DIN 32876 Part 1
- Clamping shaft Ø 8 mm
- Measuring pin, ball-guided
- Bottom and top fixed measuring pin stops
- Measuring insert interchangeable, thread M 2.5
- Carbide metal ball Ø 3.0 mm
- Cable length 2 m, plug DIN 45322, 5-pin 
- Moved mass 6 g
- Carrier frequency 13 kHz (+/-5%)
- Mechanical limit frequency 60 Hz
- Length expansion coeffizient 0.2 microns/°C
- Working temperature range 20°C +/-0.5°C
- Operating temperature range -10…65°C
- Limit value for ambient humidity 80%
- Protection categories IP 65 (IEC 60529)

GTL 222-A (cat.-no. 33122 102): IP50
- Delivery including test report 

and conformity declaration
Use
Measuring probe for measuring units with fully or
partially automated measuring sequences. 
Quality
Clamping shaft nickel-plated, measuring pin
hardened, stainless steel, Viton protective gaiter, 
Highly resistant elastomer.

Note:
Display units see cat.-no. 33119 - 33121.

33122 101

33122 102

33122 103

33122 104

33122 105

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Type                Measuring         Measuring force        Protective        Compressed-air         Compressed-air       Display range largest travel         Reproducibility                  Limit value of                                Error limit     33122            …
                           range mm                maximum N              sheath       nominal value bar             maximum bar                 of measuring pin mm                               µm      hysteresis curve µm     maximum dimensions µm                               
   GTL 222             +/- 1.5                              1.2                Viton                               0.7                              1.0                                                3.2                         0.015                                0.02                        0.2 + 2.4 x L2                   #            101
    GTL 222-A         +/- 1.5                              0.2                        -                            0.25                              6.0                                                3.2                         0.015                                0.02                        0.2 + 2.4 x L2                   #            102
    GT 282                +/- 2.0                              1.0                Viton                                1.1                              1.5                                             10.3                           0.05                                0.05                        0.2 + 3.0 x L3                   #            103
    GT 282-A           +/- 2.0                           0.85                        -                               1.0                              6.0                                             10.3                           0.05                                0.05                        0.2 + 3.0 x L3                   #            104
    GT 622                +/- 5.0                              2.0                Viton                                1.1                              1.5                                             10.3                           0.05                                0.05                           1.0 + 4.0 x L                   #            105

Digital Display Units Tesatronic® TT 10

(
Type
Self-contained, mains-independent length
measuring instrument. Safe handling thanks to
simple function keys and large display. Combined
analogue/digital display, e.g. for static or dynamic
measurements. Strong-contrast LC display field
without mechanical pointer. Therefore best reprodu-
cibility and negligible hysteresis curve. 3 measuring
ranges: +/- 5 µm, +/- 50 µm and +/- 500 µm with
graduation and digit value 0.1 μm, 1 μm and/or
10 μm. Display of mm or inch. Measuring ranges
can be selected manually or automatically depen-
ding on the measured value (AUTO RANGE).
Temporary signal amplification (ZOOM-function,
factor 5), e.g. for easier display setting. Easy to
zeroise (reset) 

the display by brief pressing of a button. Selectable
+ and signs. Adjustable screen overlay for value
classification. 1signal input, i.e. one probe can be
connected. RS 232-compatible digital output for
direct connection (without interface) to computers
etc. Trouble free, opto coupled. 
data transmission. Power supply by means of 3
standard batteries. Marked with individual serial
number. In compliance with DIN 32876-1. Supplied
in a transport packing with 3batteries, 1screen
overlay, user's manual and declaration of confor-
mity.
Use
Measuring instrument for mobile application. Ideally
suited for measurement operations on the granite
surface plate and machines or in inspection areas
near the production cells, etc.

Note:
Electronic measuring probes 
see cat.-no. 33116 - 33122. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900. 
Connecting cable available on request. 
Detailed technical data on request.

33119

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                       Type                    RS 232                                                                                               33119            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                       TT10                                   x                                                                                                                     #            101

33122

33119

Electronic measuring probes │ Digital display units
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Digital Display Units Tesatronic® TT 20/60

(
Note:
Electronic measuring probes see 
cat.-no. 33116 - 33122. 
Connecting cable available on request. 
Detailed product information on request.

33121 201
TT20
Type
- With an Opto RS 232 input and output
- 2 inductive half-bridge measuring probe inputs
- Numeral display (6-digit) and scale display
- 7 metric and inch measuring ranges:

+/- 5000 µm to +/- 5 µm / +/- .2 in up to +/- .0002 in
- Additional function: Automatic measuring range 

changeover depending on size of displayed
measuring value

- Measuring functions +/- A +/- B
- Display setting with separate zeroiser 

for each measuring channel
- Direct measuring or measurement in increments

using HOLD functions
- Measurements with and without classification of

measuring values
- Specification of limit values using keyboard

- Display of class to which a measuring value
belongs by means of 3 LEDs

- Choice between internal and external dimensions
- Output signals for classification of measuring

values by means of relays
- Power supply by means of 7.3 V mains adapter 
- Stackable housing with retractable front feet for

tilting the housing in 2 stages
- Protection category (CEI/IEC524): 

IP 54 (only front side)
- Measuring device produced in acc. with 

CE standards
Use
For individual measurement as well as for 
differential and cumulative measurements.

33121 202
TT60
Type
Additional  
- Saving of measured values
- Dynamic measurement (number of measurements 

per channel  100/s, simultaneous measurement of
both channels)

- Selectable outputs for 5, 10, 20 
or 40 quality grades

- Analogue output +/-2 V and +/-10 V (selectable) 
for connection of a plotters or a separate display

33121 202

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                   Type               Opto RS 232                                                                                                                                                                                                  33121            …
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                     TT20                                      x                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     #            201
                     TT60                                      x                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     #           202

39121

- Ultra-precise, compact and slimline measuring probe
- Suitable for installation in machines
- Magnetic principle
- Excellent resistance properties under workshop conditions
- Resistant against dust, fluids (IP 67) and vibrations
- Accuracy: from +/- 0.6 µm up to +/- 3 µm
- Resolution: from 0.1 µm up to 10 µm
- Measuring range: 2 mm 205 mm
- Up to 30 mm measuring range, compact and slimline
- 8 mm clamping diameter
- Low measuring force
- Spindle that can be extended pneumatically on the push type
- Dust and water-proof gaiter
- Simple installation
- Measuring probe also available with flange.

Typ BTyp A33121

Measuring probe, DK seriesInfo

t

Dimensions DK 830
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Dial Depth Gauges
Type
Special dial indicator and depth measuring base
included. Mounting hole for dial indicator Ø 8 mm
H7. Measuring base burnished, base hardened,
ground and finely lapped. Flatness in compliance
with DIN 876/0. Delivery in the case

Use
For measuring depths of blind holes, milled reces-
ses and grooves of all kind, e.g. measuring engra-
vings with sharp probe (cat.-no. 33114 101).

33230

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Measuring range             Graduation          Measuring force                  Base                               33230            …
                         mm                         mm                                   N                    mm                                                         
                            10                            0.01                                     1.2                80 x 16                                                          101

Depth Measuring Bridges, Single-Type
33236 201
Type
With prismatically designed measuring faces.
Opening angle of measuring faces 120°, measuring
base made of hardened steel, matt-chrome finish,
measuring face fine lapped, 16 mm width, holder
with clamping device for Ø 8 mm H7 .
Use
For measurements of the depth of tapered grooves
in cylindrical shafts of 10 to 100 mm in Ø, radial run-
out deviations etc.

33236 202-203
Type
With flat measuring face. Mounting hole for dial
indicator Ø 8 mm H7. Measuring base burnished,
base hardened, ground and finely lapped. Flatness
in compliance with DIN 876/0.

33236 201

                                                                                       
  Contact surfaces                              33236            …
                                                                                       
               prismatic                                                         201
                          flat                                                         202
                          flat                                                         203

33236 202 - 203

33236 201

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Measuring range         Graduation            Scale division             Housing Ø              Measuring probe length                                                                           33245            …
                        mm                      mm                              mm                         mm                                                                                                                                                            
                             1.0                        0.01                         0 - 50 - 0                               32                                                       16.6                                                                                                           105
                             1.0                        0.01                         0 - 50 - 0                               40                                                       16.6                                                                                                           106
                             0.5                        0.01                         0 - 25 - 0                               32                                                      35.7                                                                                                           107
                             0.5                        0.01                         0 - 25 - 0                               40                                                      35.7                                                                                                           108
                             0.2                     0.002                      0 - 100 - 0                               32                                                       12.8                                                                                                           103
                             0.2                     0.002                      0 - 100 - 0                               40                                                       12.8                                                                                                           104
                             0.2                     0.001                      0 - 100 - 0                               40                                                       12.8                                                                                                           101
                             0.2                     0.001                      0 - 100 - 0                               58                                                       12.8                                                                                                           102

Feeler lever gauge with μm graduation

0
Type
Optimum precision in the new XXL format: The first
feeler gauge measuring devices with micron-precise
graduation!
- Non-magnetic display (standard magnetic fields

have no influence)
- Hard chrome-plated housing with 3 milled-in

dovetail guides for mounting in the clamping shank
or on indicator stands with applicable dial indicator
mounting hole

- Automatic reversal of the measurement direction
- Important parts of the measuring equipment

mounted in drilled out stones made of sapphire,
ruby or ceramic material

- Measuring probe rotates 240°
- Precision acc. to factory standard
- Dimensions acc. to DIN EN ISO 463, 

edition June 2006.
Scope of supply:
- Feeler gauge measuring device
- Measuing probe with carbide metal ball Ø 2 mm
- Clamping shaft Ø 8 mm for mounting 

on measuring stands/tripods
- Measuring probe key
- In the case

33245 101
Type
With large dust and waterproof protective glass 
(IP 53). Scaled collar made of plastics.

33245 102
Type
With extra large scale and extra large digits for
perfect readings. Scaled collar made of metal.

33245 105 33245 107

33245 101 33245 102IP
53

33236 202 33236 203

ø 6,5

ø 8

ø 28

16
32

80

ø 6,5

66
56

ø 8

ø 28

6,
5

120°

47
,5

31
,5

33230

33236

33245

Depth gauge│ Depth measurement bridge│ Feeler lever gauge
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Feeler lever gauge with interchangeable carbide metal-measuring probe

33246

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring      Graduation                   Scale              A             B             C             D                33246            …
      range mm                   mm       arrangement           mm          mm          mm          mm                                        
                  0.8                     0.01                0 - 40 - 0               32            5.6             7.1          12.8                                        101
                  0.8                     0.01                0 - 40 - 0               40            6.0             7.5          12.8                                        102
                  0.5                     0.01                0 - 25 - 0               32            5.6             7.1          35.7                                        103
                  0.5                     0.01                0 - 25 - 0               40            6.0             7.5          35.7                                        104
                  0.2                  0.002              0 - 100 - 0               32            5.6             7.1          12.8                                        105
                  0.2                  0.002              0 - 100 - 0               40            6.0             7.5          12.8                                        106

ß
Standard model
Type
See cat.-no. 33246, but with exchangeable ruby
measuring probe Ø 2 mm.

33247

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring      Graduation                   Scale              A             B             C             D                33247            …
      range mm                   mm       arrangement           mm          mm          mm          mm                                        
                  0.8                     0.01                0 - 40 - 0               32            5.6             7.1          12.8                                        101
                  0.2                  0.002             0 - 100 - 0               40            6.0             7.5          12.8                                        102

Feeler lever gauge with interchangeable ruby measuring probe

Feeler lever gauge with interchangeable carbide metal-measuring probe
ß
Parallel model
Type
See cat.-no. 33246, but dial is mounted on the side
of housing.

33248

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring      Graduation                   Scale        A            B             C             D              E        33248            …
      range mm                   mm       arrangement     mm        mm          mm          mm          mm                                 
                  0.8                     0.01                0 - 40 - 0        32          5.6             7.7          12.8          69.5                               101
                  0.8                     0.02             0 - 100 - 0        40          6.0             8.1          35.7          73.5                  #            102
                  0.2                  0.002             0 - 100 - 0        32          5.6             7.7          12.8          69.5                               103

Feeler lever gauge with interchangeable carbide metal-measuring probe
ß
Vertical model
Type
See cat.-no. 33246, but dial is perpendicular to the
housing axis.

33249

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring      Graduation                   Scale              A             B             C             D                33249            …
      range mm                   mm       arrangement           mm          mm          mm          mm                                        
                  0.8                     0.01                0 - 40 - 0               32            5.6             7.5          12.8                                        101
                  0.5                     0.01               0 - 25 - 0               32            5.6             7.5          35.7                                        102
                  0.2                  0.002             0 - 100 - 0               40            6.0             7.9          12.8                           #            103

33246

33247

33248

33249

ß
Standard model
Type
- Measurement accuracy in accordance with 

DIN 2270
- Direction of pointer rotation is clockwise with

automatic changeover of measuring direction
- Housing with three milled in swallowtail guides for

reliable clamping action
- For protection against damage and also hard-chro-

me-plated
- Important parts of the measuring equipment

mounted in drilled out stones made of sapphire,

ruby or ceramic material
- Resistant to collision impacts
- Dash scale on profiled outer ring - can rotate
- With interchangeable 

measuring probe Ø 2 mm 
made of carbide metal

- Delivery is in a case with clamping shaft 
Ø 8 mm h 6 and key for replacement 
of the measuring insert.
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Typ M Typ N Typ O

Connection cable for data transmission from digital measuring instruments
Connection cables for connecting to a PC, printer, MINITERM and interface
can be found on page 35.14, art. no. 35200.

The different ports on the digital measu-
ring Instruments are labelled in the 

catalogue using pictograms:

Accessories for Feeler Lever Gauges
ß
33255 101-102
Clamping shafts
With dovetail clamp.

33255 103
Clamping shaft 
Cylindrical, with clamping pin Ø 5.6 mm.

33255 105
Holder
Short, rotatable, with cylindrical shank and 
dovetail clamp.

33255 106
Holder
Long, rotatable, with cylindrical shank and 
dovetail clamp.

33255 107
Angle Type Holder
Cylindrical shank, mounting hole Ø 8 mm.

33255 108
Clamp holder
Cylindrical shank, with clamping section for 
clamping shank Ø 4 mm and dovetail.

33255 109
Double clamp
With clamp and dovetail.

33255 110
Key spanner
For measuring inserts.

33255 111
Reduction sleeve
For cat.-no. 33260 Ø 4 mm for Ø 8 mm clamping
shank.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            Ø                    Length                                               33255            …
                                                                         mm                         mm                                                                         
   Clamping shaft                                                   4.0                                   -                                                                             101
   Clamping shaft                                                   8.0                                   -                                                                             102
   Clamping shaft                                                   8.0                               80                                                               #            103
   Holder                                                                    8.0                               25                                                                             105
   Holder                                                                    8.0                               90                                                                             106
   Angle type holder                                              8.0                               25                                                                             107
   Centring bracket                                                 8.0                               25                                                                             108
   Double clamp                                                      5.6                                   -                                                                             109
   Key                                                                               -                                   -                                                               #            110
   Reducing sleeve                                                4/8                                   -                                                               #            111

33255 110

33255 109

33255 108 33255 107

33255 10333255 101-102

33255 10533255 106

33255 111

Type
Thread M 1.6.

Use
For feeler gauge measuring devices 
Cat. No. 33245 - 33249.

                                                                                                                 0                        ß                
 Probe ball   Measuring insert                 Probe ball                          For Feeler lever           33253            …           33253            …
      Ø mm            Length mm                           from                     measuring cat.-no.                                                                          
              1                     12.3       carbide metal                    33246 - 33249                                                                             201
              1                    35.2       carbide metal                    33246 - 33249                                                                             204
              2                     12.8       carbide metal                                    33245                                   202                                          
              2                     12.8                        ruby                                    33245                                   207                                          
              2                     16.6       carbide metal                                    33245                                   208                                          
              2                     16.6                        ruby                                    33245                                   209                                          
              2                    35.7       carbide metal                                    33245                                   205                                          
              2                    35.7                        ruby                                    33245                                   210                                          
              3                     13.3       carbide metal                    33246 - 33249                                                               #           203
              3                    36.2       carbide metal                    33246 - 33249                                                                             206

Measuring probe for feeler lever gauge
33253 204

33253 202

33253 207

33253 208

33253 209

33253 205

33253 210

33253 206

33253

33255

Feeler lever gauge and accessories│ Thickness Measuring Instruments
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Feeler Lever Gauges with Extended Measuring Range

*
Type
Measuring in 2 directions by automatic switch-over
of measuring mechanic. Sure reading through an
additional revolution counter. Rotatable scale.
Robust monobloc metal housing with 3 milled
dovetail rails and an additional, firmly attached,
swivellable clamping shank with a Ø of 4 mm.
Resistant against magnetic fields. Precision
measuring mechanic with 7 ruby bearings. Ball
bearing lever type system with 210° swivelling angle
of exchangeable measuring insert. Friction coupler
for overload protection. Measuring force 0.12 N
(0.01 mm) and/or 0.25 N (0.002 mm). Delivery incl.
1 carbide metal measuring insert Ø 2 mm (Connec-
ting threads M 1.7), 1 key and conformity declara-
tion.

Note:
Reduction sleeves see cat.-no. 33255 111. 
Correction of measured value is zero at a setting
angle of 12° of the measuring point: If the setting
angle of the measuring point is 12° in relation to the
workpiece surface, the measured value is correct
without correction (diagram A). For every other
approach angle, including parallel alignment, of the
measuring insert to the workpiece surface (Fig. B),
the scanned measuring values must be corrected
(refer to operating manual).
Perpendicular type available on request.

33260

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring         Housing Ø       Graduation                      Scale           Measuring                    33260            …
     range  mm                      mm                    mm         arrangement            length mm                                              
                     1.6                       30.0                      0.01                   0 - 40 - 0                         16.5                                             201
                     1.6                        37.5                      0.01                   0 - 40 - 0                         16.5                                             202
                     0.4                       30.0                   0.002                    0 - 10 - 0                          15.2                               #           203
                     0.4                        37.5                   0.002                    0 - 10 - 0                          15.2                               #           204

Digital lever gauges

0
Type
Sealed in acc. with protection category IP 65 against
dust, metal particles, spray water and oil. Display units
rotatable. Probe with carbide ball Ø 2 mm can be
swivelled through 270°. Numerical interval reversible
(0.001 / 0.01 mm). Data output RS 232/USB
combined with external power supply. 3 dovetail
mounts, clamping shank Ø 8 mm. Display of mm or
inch. Combined scale and numerical display. Zero-set-
ting at any point, choice of coefficient for the scale
division: 1 / 2 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 µm. Measuring mode:
Normal, MIN, MAX, MAX-MIN. Automatic switch-off,
battery 3 V, type CR 2032. 

Note: 
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200. 
Spare batteries see Cat. No. 39900 102.
Compatible with TESATAST accessories. 

33265 301

Combined indication
with pointers and
digits.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Measuring   Measuring probe    Carbide metal  Numeral incrementt-   Display unit Ø          Measuring  33265            …
   range mm              length mm           ball Ø mm                     value mm                    mm                force N                             
           0.8                         12.5                      2.0                           0.001                      44    0.13 (+/-15%)                          301
                0.5                         36.5                      2.0                           0.001                      44   0.07 (+/-15%)                          302

Thickness Measuring Instruments 
Type
With retraction device, therefore the contact
pressure is independent of the user. Practical low-
weight frame. Measuring inserts can be replaced
with special measuring inserts with different
diameters. The manual instrument can easily be
transformed into a stand-up instrument with a
special stand-up frame (available on request). 

33300 102-103
ß

33300 103
Use
For measuring the thickness of thin films.

Note:
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102. 
Spare dial indicators available on request. 

33300 101

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                    Graduation           Measuring range                Bracket depth           Measuring insert           Contact pressure level                  Display                   33300            …
                                 mm                                 mm                                 mm                              Ø mm                                               N                                                                           
                                     0.01                                         10                                        50                                 10 flat                                                  0.8                  analogue                              #            101
                                     0.01                                        25                                      100                                 10 flat                                                  0.8                        digital                              #            102
                              0.001                                      3                                        30                              5.35 flat                                                  2.0                        digital                           #            103

33300 102

Typ ETyp DTyp CTyp B

33300 103

33260

33265

33300 

Typ ITyp HTyp G
 IP
65
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Analogue fast external probe

=
POCO 2K
Type
- Convenient absolute measuring device with steel

thread transmission for greater precision and
longer service life

- Clearly laid out and easy-to-read scales, 
protected against dirt and spray water

- Delivery in robust carton with 
user instructions

Use
Universally employable pocket device.

33416

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
      Type              Measuring   Scale division      Measuring contact    Error limit   Reproducibility    Measuring depth     Measuring force      Measuring        33416            …
                             range mm           value mm                   length mm               mm                      mm                          mm    incl. tolerance N      contact shape                           
       POCO 2K                 0 - 10                          0.1                                        5                  0.1                         0.05                                36                      0.3 - 1.3       ball Ø 2                                     402

Analogue fast external probe

=
D220S
Type
- Convenient absolute measuring device with rack-

and-pinion drive for greater precision and with 3
times the length of service life

- 50% higher resolution on display compared to
earlier generations

- Reliable reproducibility of display
- Clearly laid out and easy-to-read scales and

tolerance marks
- Protected against dirt and spray water
- Protection category IP 65
- Delivery in robust carton including factory test

certificate and user instructions

Use
For thickness and external grooves measurements.

33430

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
      Type          Measuring   Scale division     Measuring contact    Error limit    Reproducibility     Measuring depth      Measuring force      Measuring          33430            …
                        range mm           value mm                  length mm               mm                       mm                           mm      incl. tolerance N      contact shape                             
       D220S                 0 - 20                       0.01                                 24.6                0.03                          0.01                                 85                        1.1 - 1.6       blade R 0.4                    #            201

33416

33430  IP
65

Fast external probe │ Fast internal probe

Digital fast external probes
=
Type
- Fast external probe with digital display
- Dust-resistant and spray water-protected 

acc. to IP 67, suitable for workshop use
- Application-specific measuring programs and

measuring contacts
- Absolute and relative measuring program
- Red / green display for tolerance measurements
- Changeover from mm to inch
- Autonomous battery operation
- Conversion of the numeral increment
- Delivery including factory calibration 

certificate, Battery and user instructions

Use
For thickness and external grooves measurements.

Note:
Connection cable see cat.-no. 35200 307-308. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303. 
Instruments with long measuring arms available
on request. 
Wireless interface available for delivery on request.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
      Type      Measuring   Scale division   Measuring depth (L)   Measuring contact-    Error limit     Reproducibility      Measuring force       Measuring        33413            …
                     range mm           value mm                      max. mm      length HB/HF mm       Gm mm                       mm      incl. tolerance N       contact shape                            
       C110                 0 - 10                    0.005                                     35                     19.1 / 18.6             0.015                        0.005                        0.8 - 1.2        ball Ø 1.5                     #            201
       C110T               0 - 10                    0.005                                     35                     21.7 / 14.8               0.02                        0.005                        0.8 - 1.2        plate Ø 6                      #           202
       C220                0 - 20                      0.01                                     85                     24.6 / 24.6               0.03                           0.01                         1.1 - 1.6        ball Ø 1.5                                   203
       C2R20             0 - 20                      0.01                                     85                       24.6 / 2.5               0.03                           0.01                         1.1 - 1.6        ball Ø 1.5                     #           204
       C450                0 - 50                      0.02                                   167                    30.0 / 30.0               0.06                          0.04                        0.8 - 1.7        ball Ø 3                                      206
       C4R50             0 - 50                      0.02                                   169                       30.0 / 4.3               0.06                          0.04                        0.8 - 1.7        ball Ø 3                                      207
       C450T              0 - 50                      0.02                                   167                    36.0 / 24.0               0.08                          0.04                        0.8 - 1.7        plate Ø 50                                 208

Typ S
 IP
67 Typ R

33413 201-204

33413 206

C450TC2R20/C4R50

C110TC110/C220/C450

33413

33430
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Analogue fast external probe
=
Type
- Absolute measuring device with damped drive 

and steel wire transmission for greater precision
and longer service life

- Clearly laid-out, readily legible scales
- Two easily adjustable tolerance marks
- Protected against dirt and spray water
- Delivery in robust carton including factory test

certificate and user instructions

Use
The robust gauges for workshop use for thickness
and external measurements.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    Type        Measuring    Scale division    Measuring depth L     Measuring contact   Error limit    Reproducibility     Measuring force      Measuring         33435            …
                     range mm            value mm                    max. mm        length Hb/Hf mm              mm               limit mm     incl. tolerance N      contact shape                             
     D220                  0 - 20                        0.01                                   85                      24.7 / 24.6              0.03                          0.01                        1.1 - 1.6       ball Ø 1.5                                     201
     D2R20               0 - 20                        0.01                                   85                        24.7 / 2.5              0.03                          0.01                        1.1 - 1.6       ball Ø 1.5                                    202
     D450                  0 - 50                       0.05                                 167                     30.0 / 30.0              0.05                       0.025                       0.8 - 1.7       ball Ø 3.0                                    203
     D4R50               0 - 50                       0.05                                 169                       30.0 / 4.3              0.05                       0.025                       0.8 - 1.7       ball Ø 3.0                                    204

 IP
65

D220/D450

D2R20/D4R50

33435 203-204

33435 201-202

33435

3-point digital fast internal probe33438

=
Type
- Large digital display with analogue scale
- Better centring with 3-point probing, therefore fast

location of measuring values, precise measuring
results

- Application-specific measuring programs and
measuring contacts

- Protection category IP 67, suitable for workshop
use

- Changeover mm/inch:
- Red / green display for tolerance measurements
- Absolute and relative measuring program

Use
For the direct measurement of bores, recesses and
internal grooves in inaccessible locations.

33438 101

Ball Ø 1.0 mmBall Ø 0.6 mm

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Type                Measuring       Numeral increment      Measuring depth (L)      Groove depth/width      Error limit          Reprodu-        Measuring force               Measuring          Measurement      33438            …
                      range mm                       value mm                         max. mm                        (AB) mm        (Gm) mm       cibility mm        incl. tolerance N        length Hb mm          contact shape                               
  G107P3             7 - 14                         0.002                               34                    2.2 / 0.8             0.01            0.004                  1.0 - 1.4                       2.5         ball Ø 0.6                    #            101
  G210P3          10 - 20                         0.005                                75                    3.5 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                       4.6         ball Ø 1.0                    #            102
  G215P3           15 - 30                         0.005                               77                    5.0 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                       5.8         ball Ø 1.0                    #            103
  G225P3          25 - 45                         0.005                               84                     7.0 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                        7.3         ball Ø 1.0                    #            104
  G240P3          40 - 60                         0.005                               84                    8.0 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                     12.2         ball Ø 1.0                    #            105
  G255P3          55 - 75                         0.005                               84                    8.0 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                     12.2         ball Ø 1.0                    #            106
  G270P3          70 - 90                         0.005                               84                    8.5 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                     12.2         ball Ø 1.0                    #            107
  G285P3        85 - 105                         0.005                               84                    9.0 / 1.6             0.02               0.01                   1.1 - 1.6                     12.2         ball Ø 1.0                    #            108

33438 103

33438 106

 IP
67
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Analogue fast internal probe 
=
Type
- Convenient absolute measuring device with rack-

and-pinion drive for greater precision and with 3
times the length of service life

- 50% higher resolution on display compared to
earlier generations

- Reliable reproducibility of display
- Clearly laid out and easy-to-read scales 

and tolerance marks
- Protected against dirt and spray water
- Protection category IP 65
- Delivery in robust carton including 

factory test certificate and user instructions

Use
For measurement of grooves and bores.

33449 201
H102
- Type of measuring contact: Blade R = 0.1 mm 
- Measuring contact length: 0.7 mm

33449 202
H105
- Type of measuring contact: Carbide metal ball 

Ø 0.6 mm
- Measuring contact length: 2.3 mm

33449 203-206
H210, H220, H230, and H240
- Measuring contact type: Carbide metal ball 

Ø 1.0 mm
- Measuring contact length: 5 mm

33449 201

Blade R 0.1 mm
Ball Ø 1.0 mm (H210)

33449 203

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Type             Measuring range       Scale division value            Reproducibility           Measuring depth             Groove depth         Groove width                33449            …
                                                mm                                   mm                               mm                                 mm                              mm                          mm                                        
    H102                              2.5 - 12.5                                   0.005                                0.005                                        12                                   0.7                              0.4                           #            201
     H105                              5.0 - 15.0                                   0.005                                0.005                                        35                                   2.3                              0.8                           #           202
    H210                           10.0 - 30.0                                      0.01                                   0.01                                        85                                   5.2                               1.2                                         203
    H220                           20.0 - 40.0                                      0.01                                   0.01                                        85                                    7.0                               1.2                           #           204
    H230                           30.0 - 50.0                                      0.01                                   0.01                                        85                                    7.0                               1.2                                         205
     H240                           40.0 - 60.0                                      0.01                                   0.01                                        85                                   8.3                               1.2                           #           206

Ball Ø 0.6 mm
Ball Ø 1.0 mm

 IP
6533449

Fast internal probe │ Internal Comparative Measuring Instruments

Digital fast internal probe
=
Type
- Fast internal probe with analogue 

and digital display
- Dust-resistant and spray water-protected 

acc. to IP 67, suitable for workshop use
- Application-specific measuring programs and

measuring contacts
- Absolute and relative measuring program
- Red / green display for tolerance measurements
- Changing over from mm to inch
- Autonomous battery operation
- Conversion of the numeral increment
- Delivery including factory calibration certifica-

te, Battery and user instructions

Use
For bores and internal grooves.

Note:
Connecting cable see cat.-no. 35200.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900. 
Instruments with long measuring arms 
available on request. Wireless interface 
available for delivery on request.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Type          Measuring   Scale division    Measuring depth (L)   Groove depth/width    Error limit   Reproducibility     Measuring force     Measurement    33439            …
                       range mm           value mm                       max. mm                    (A/B) mm      (Gm) mm                      mm    incl. tolerance N     contact shape                             
     G102              2.5 - 12.5                    0.005                                       12                         0.7 / 0.4              0.015                      0.005                      0.8 - 1.2      blade R 0.1                                 201
     G105              5.0 - 15.0                    0.005                                      35                         2.3 / 0.8              0.015                      0.005                      0.8 - 1.2      ball Ø 0.6                       #           202
     G210           10.0 - 30.0                       0.01                                      85                         5.2 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                                     203
     G220           20.0 - 40.0                       0.01                                      85                          7.0 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           204
     G230           30.0 - 50.0                       0.01                                      85                          7.0 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           205
     G240           40.0 - 60.0                       0.01                                      85                         8.3 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           206
     G250           50.0 - 70.0                       0.01                                      85                         8.3 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           207
     G260           60.0 - 80.0                       0.01                                      85                         8.3 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           208
     G270           70.0 - 90.0                       0.01                                      85                         8.3 / 1.2                0.03                         0.01                      1.1 - 1.6      ball Ø 1.0                       #           209

Ball Ø 1.0 mmBlade R 0.1 mm

33439

Ball Ø 0.6 mm

Typ R Typ S
 IP
6733439
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Analogue fast internal probe 
=
Type
- Absolute measuring device with steel thread

transmission for greater precision and longer
service life

- Clearly laid-out, readily legible scales
- Two easily adjustable tolerance marks
- Protected against dirt and drip water

Delivery in robust cartons including 
factory test certificate and user instructions

Use
The robust gauge for the measurement of grooves
and bores during workshop use.

33454 201
H415
- Type of measuring contact: 

Carbide metal ball Ø 1.5 mm
- Measuring contact length: 6.0 mm

33454 202
H440
- Type of measuring contact: 

Carbide metal ball Ø 2.0 mm
- Measuring contact length: 8.5 mm

33454 203
H470
- Type of measuring contact: 

Carbide metal ball Ø 2.0 mm
- Measuring contact length: 8.5 mm

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Type            Measuring range         Scale division          Error limit           Reproducibility        Measuring depth              Measuring force                             33454            …
                                             mm                value mm                     mm                               mm                              mm              incl. tolerance N                                                       
   H415                                  15 - 65                             0.05                      0.05                               0.025                                  188                                0.9 - 1.9                                           #            201
   H440                                 40 - 90                             0.05                      0.05                               0.025                                  192                                0.9 - 1.9                                                        202
   H470                               70 - 120                             0.05                      0.05                               0.025                                  192                                0.9 - 1.9                                                        203

2-Point Internal Comparative Measuring Instruments IRA 2

*
Type
- Integrated precision indicator with 0.01 mm

scale graduation value
- Unusually large measuring range 10 - 150 mm

with measuring arms on adjustable angles
- Safer handling during measurement with low

weight and optimum shaping
- Autonomous centring for 3-point measurements as

well as with centring during 2-point measurements.
Setting of indication: 
- Misadjustment of measuring arms by means of a

screw (locking lever) and precision adjustment unit
on the precision indicator

- Reproducibility fw: 
10 - 30 mm = 6 µm, 
30 - 80 mm = 8 µm, 
80 - 120 mm = 10 µm, 
120 - 150 mm = 12 µm

- Error limits: 
10 - 90 mm = +/- 10 µm, 
100 mm = +/- 15 µm, 
120 mm = +/- 24 µm, 
150 mm = +/- 54 µm.

- Delivery in a case incl. master gauge accessories,
user instructions and conformity declaration

- Every measuring device is equipped with an
individual fabrication number.

Use
Capability to measure through and blind bores as
well as grooves and undercuts. Ability to perform
internal measurements on workpieces having
parallel faces such as slots. Capability to determine
deviations in form and position.
Quality
Contact surfaces made of steel, hardened.

Note:
Special accessories available on request.

33466

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
           Measuring range                Scale division             Display range              Clearance between measuring arms            Measuring force                           33466            …
                                 mm                      value mm                             mm                                                                    mm                       approx. N                                                     
                              10 - 150                                     0.01                          +/- 0.20                                                                                10                                       3.5                                       #            102

        Standard accessories:
   3   Measuring inserts Ø 3.0 mm, spherical measuring surfaces, r = 2 mm
   3   Measuring inserts Ø 1.0 mm over a length of 2.5 mm, spherical measuring surfaces, r = 0.9 mm
   3   Measuring inserts Ø 1.4 mm over a length of 5.0 mm, spherical measuring surfaces, r = 0.9 mm
   2   Swivel-mounted measuring inserts for measurements from Ø 7 mm
   1   small measuring insert holder for 3-point contact
   1   large measuring insert holder for 3-point contact
   1   centring bridge for Ø 15 - 30 mm
   1   centring bridge for Ø 30 - 150 mm
   1   special screwdriver

H415 H440/H470

33454 201

33454 202-203

33454

33466
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Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges, Sets

Y
33820
Sensing head sets
Type
Scope of supply: Contact heads, gauging pins and
dial indicator holder, without dial indicator. Supplied
in wooden case with moulds for measuring heads,
gauging pins, holder and setting rings (cat.-no.
33821).
Use
Indicating bore measuring instruments for determi-
ning the diameter of bores and bore errors. The
modular construction design of the DIATEST-instru-
ment system allows measuring of all common bores
in practical use. Comprehensive set of accessories
permits the use, based on requirements, of sensing
heads for manual measurements, the use of
measuring tripods and the installation of these in
measuring fixtures. The measuring instruments can
be used for single and series measurements of of
bores in measuring rooms, within control stations
and preferably in production next to the machines.
Quality
Contact heads hardened and hard-chromed
(approx. 1000 HV), gauging pins as transmission
element made of hardened special steel (approx.
63 - 65 HRC).

Note:
Optional instruments and accessories available on
request. DIATEST contact head sets within similar
measuring ranges available with carbide tipped
points and hard-chromed version for blind holes. 

33821
Setting ring sets
Use
Allows reliable zero-setting of dial indicating
measuring instruments.
Quality
Extremely wear-resistant gauge-grade steel
(approx.63HRC). Manufacturing precision acc. to
factory standard (better than DIN 2250, page 2).

33822 101 
Quick-action indicator stands 
Type
With measuring table. Measuring stroke 
infinitely adjustable from 0-35 mm. 
Maximum workpiece Ø approx. 100 mm, 
maximum workpiece height approx. 90 mm, 
W x L x H approx. 140 x 175 x 240 mm. 
Accessories not included.
Use
For measuring of smaller workpieces such as
nozzles or tips, ball-bearing races, collets. For for
measurements in the µm range when checking large
lots and in measuring rooms. Advantages of 
a measurement of a borehole using an indicator
stand: The contact head is mounted perpendicularly
which ensures a measurement without movements
of the measurement instrument. The measuring
stroke can be applied very delicately and quickly.
Even the smallest errors ( 0.5 µm) in the borehole
will be found, such as conicity, ovality. 

Note:
Quick-action indicator stand also available in larger

sizes.
33822 102 
Floating holder 
Use
Allows the contact head to minimally float in the
horizontal plane. Therefore, when moving into the
borehole, the contact head easily finds the exact
measuring axis. Especially useful when measuring
heavy workpieces, for serial measurements and for
high-precision measurements of boreholes. Also
suitable for individual measuring instruments.

33822 103 
Acute angle attachment 
Use
Mounted on the measuring table of the stand. 
For quick positioning of the workpiece under the
measuring instrument.

33823
Sensing heads (hard-chrome-plated), individual

33824
Drive needles (steel)

33825
Dial holder

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                               Measuring range                Number of heads/rings                       33820            …              33821            …              33822            …              33825            …
                                                   mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   Sets                                       1.5 - 3.95                                                            9                                    #            101                         #            101                                                                                           
   Sets                                       3.7 - 9.80                                                         12                                    #            102                         #            102                                                                                           
   Sets                                    9.4 - 20.60                                                         11                                    #            103                         #            103                                                                                           
   Indicator stand                                 –                                                            –                                                                                                                              #            101                                             
   Floating holder                                 –                                                            –                                                                                                                              #            102                                             
   Angled stop                                       –                                                            –                                                                                                                              #            103                                             
   Dial gauge holder                            –                                                            –                                                                                                                                                                           #            101

33822 10333822 10233822 1013382133820 33825

33824

33823

                      Sensing head         Drive needle              
    Measuring     33823            …         33824            …
     range mm                                                                   
     4.70 - 5.30                #            112                    #            103
     5.20 - 5.80                #            113                    #            103
     5.70 - 6.30                #            114                    #            103
     6.20 - 6.80                #            115                    #            103
      6.70 - 7.30                #            116                    #            103
      7.20 - 7.80                #            117                    #            103
      7.70 - 8.30                #            118                    #            103
     8.20 - 8.80                #            119                    #            103
     8.70 - 9.30                #            120                    #            103
     9.20 - 9.80                #            121                    #            103
   9.40 - 10.60                #            122                    #            104

                      Sensing head         Drive needle              
    Measuring     33823            …         33824            …
     range mm                                                                   
 10.40 - 11.60                #            123                    #            104
 11.40 - 12.60                #            124                    #            104
 12.40 - 13.60                #            125                    #            104
 13.40 - 14.60                #            126                    #            104
 14.40 - 15.60                #            127                    #            104
 15.40 - 16.60                #            128                    #            104
 16.40 - 17.60                #            129                    #            104
 17.40 - 18.60                #            130                    #            104
 18.40 - 19.60                #            131                    #            104
 19.40 - 20.60                #            132                    #            104
                                                                                                     

                      Sensing head         Drive needle              
    Measuring     33823            …         33824            …
     range mm                                                                   
      1.50 - 1.90                #            101                    #            101
     1.80 - 2.20                #            102                    #            101
     2.05 - 2.45                #            103                    #            101
     2.30 - 2.70                #            104                    #            102
     2.55 - 2.95                #            105                    #            102
     2.80 - 3.20                #            106                    #            102
     3.05 - 3.45                #            107                    #            102
     3.30 - 3.70                #            108                    #            102
     3.55 - 3.95                #            109                    #            102
     3.70 - 4.30                #            110                    #            103
     4.20 - 4.80                #            111                    #            103

33820 - 33825

Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges
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Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges, Sets

0
Type
Reproducibility 0.002 mm, fixed measuring pins
made of hardened steel, moving gauging pin made
of carbide. In wooden case (precision dial indica-
tor not included).
Easy handling:
The ATORN precision dial indicating inside gauge is
self-centring in the borehole thanks to the spring-be-
aring centring plate. Thanks to the oscillation of the
device in the borehole, the repeatable reversal point
(measuring result) can be determined exactly. The
device can quickly and easily be adapted to different
diameters by simply exchanging the measuring pins
and discs.
Determination of shape deviations:
By turning or moving the device around in the
borehole, it is possible to glean information about
deviations in roundness or cylindricity. 

Use
For determining hole diameters by 
means of 2-point comparison.

33828 101
Set, measuring range 18 - 35 mm

33828 102
Set, measuring range 35 - 60 mm

33828 103
Set, measuring range 50 - 150 mm

33828 201
Large set, measuring range 18 - 150 mm
Type
Consists of 2 basic units. 
Thanks to measuring range extensions, 
the whole measuring range is covered.

Note:
Precision dial indicator 
see cat.-no. 33074.

33828

                                                                                                                                                                                        
         Application range                    Measuring depth (centre of gauging pin                               33828            …
                                 mm                                        up to handle underside) mm                                                         
                                18 - 35                                                                                            176                                                          101
                                35 - 60                                                                                            178                                                          102
                              50 - 150                                                                                            178                                             #            103
                              18 - 150                                                                                    176/178                                                          201

                                                                                                                                                   Steel                      Carbide                Range extension           Depth extension         
 Measuring   Measuring            Number of              Number of    Thickness    Length     33830            …         33831            …              33834            …           33835            …
  range mm     depth mm    measuring pins    measuring discs               mm         mm                                                                                                                                               
         4.5 - 6                    80                                9                                   -                        -                 -                                                       #            101                                                                                       
            6 - 8                 100                                7                                   -                        -                 -                                                       #            102                                                                                       
           8 - 12                 100                                9                                   -                        -                 -                                                       #            103                                                                                       
         12 - 20                  110                                9                                  1                   0.5                 -                                                                     104                                                                                       
         18 - 35                  110                                9                                  2            0.5 / 1                 -               #            105                    #            105                                                                                       
         35 - 60                  138                                7                                  2                1 / 2                 -                             106                    #            106                                                                                       
       50 - 100                 177                              11                                  3          1 / 2 / 3                 -               #            107                                 107                                                                                       
       18 - 100        110 - 177                              27                                  7                        -                 -               #            108                    #            108                                                                                       
    100 - 160                 234                                7                                  4   1 / 2 / 3 / 6                 -               #            109                    #            109                                                                                       
       50 - 160       180 - 234                              18                                  7                        -                 -                             110                    #            110                                                                                       
    160 - 290                 234                                7                                  4   1 / 2 / 3 / 6                 -                             111                    #            111                                                                                       
    280 - 510                 400                                7                                  4   1 / 2 / 3 / 6                 -               #            112                    #            112                                                                                       
    400 - 800                        -                                  -                                   -                        -                 -               #            113                    #            113                                                                                       
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -             50                                                                                                    #            101                                          
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -             70                                                                                                    #            102                                          
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -          250                                                                                                                                              #            101
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -          500                                                                                                                                              #            102
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -          750                                                                                                                                              #            103
                    -                        -                                  -                                   -                        -        1000                                                                                                                                              #            104

Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges, Sets

L
Type SU
Type
With automatic centring and free-from-float trans-
mission of the gauging pin motion to the dial
indicator. Temperature-stabilized. The specified
dimension can be set by means of setting device
cat.-no. 33845, setting rings cat.-no. 32492 in
conjunction with the supplied measuring pins and
measuring discs. Discs and exchangeable measu-
ring pins are included that slide onto the stem of the
gauging pin for determining all intermediate sizes,
movable gauging pin carbide-tipped. Reading 0.01
or 0.001 mm depending on the dial indicator used.
Dial gauges see cat.-no. 33001 - 33064, precision
indicator cat.-no. 33071 - 33074 (for this, special
probe cat.-no. 33114 Nr. 7 is required as a measu-
ring pin extension). Transmission error maximum
0.002 mm, reproducibility maximum 0.0005 mm 
(for measuring range up to 290 mm), without dial
indicator, in wooden box.

Use
For rapid determination of the actual diameter and
also for checking roundness and straightness.
Note:
Measuring range 18 - 100 mm contains measuring
pins from 18 - 35 / 35 - 60 and 50 - 100 mm. 
Measuring range 50 - 160 mm contains measuring
pins from 50 - 100 and 100 - 160 mm. 
Measuring range 160 - 290 also contains an
extension 70 mm. 
Setting device ESU see cat.-no. 33845.
More detailed flyer available on request. 
Special version e.g. also for internal tooth measure-
ments and other measuring depths and angled
versions available on request. 

33830
Set complete,
Measuring pin with steel balls.

33831
Set complete,
Measuring pin carbide-tipped. 

33834
Measuring range extension
Only suitable for measuring ranges 18 - 100 mm
and 50-100 mm, for the occasional measurement
above 100 mm.

33835
Measuring depth extension
Clamping shank Ø 8 mm, can be used 
starting at borehole Ø 35 mm. 33830 - 33831

33828

33830 - 33835
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Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges, Sets

L
Type
See cat.-no. 33830-33835, but with 2 exchangeable
bases, gauging pin carbide-tipped, size 1 with fixed
measuring pins (standard), size 2 carbide-tipped on
request, deviation tolerance smaller than 0.002 mm,
reproducibility smaller than 0.0005 mm. Complete
set consisting of upper block, 2 measuring heads,
measuring pins, discs, measuring range extensions
(size 2) and several wrenches, dial indicator not
included, in wooden box.
Use
Particularly suitable for work-places where holes of
all types must be measured in rapid succession.

33837
Type SV
Complete set, fixed measuring pin with steel balls.

33837 103
Type SVS
Additionally with blind hole heads for measuring
blind holes.

33838
Type SV
Complete set, fixed measuring pin carbide-tipped.

33838 103
Type SVS
Additionally with blind hole heads for measuring
blind holes.

Note:
Setting device ESU see cat.-no. 33845.

Precision Dial Indicating Inside Gauges

L
Type SS
Type
See cat.-no. 33830-33834. The gauge can determi-
ne diameter almost to the bottom of a hole, up to 
1.5 mm (h2). The diameter to be tested is preset
using the carbide-tipped measuring slide with
millimeter graduation. The slide is geared and is
exchangeable. Several slides divided into various
measuring ranges are available for each gauge in
the standard version. The fine adjustment of the
hole test dimension is then performed using a
setting device (see cat-no. 33845 107) or setting
rings. 

For a graduation of 0.01 mm, the dial indicators cat.-
no. 33009-33025 are suitable, for a graduation of
0.001 mm dial indicators cat.-no. 33060-33064
and/or 33071 174 (required: special probe cat.-no.
33114, no. 7 as extension), deviation tolerance less
than 0.004 mm (measuring range up to 50 mm) 
and less than 0.0025 mm (measuring range up to
110 mm), reproducibility less than 0.001 mm, dial
indicator not included, in wooden box.
Use
For the measurement of diameters of blind holes
and centring shoulders.

Note:
Setting device ESU see cat.-no. 33845 107.
Measuring range 110 mm and gauges with 
h2 =  1.0 mm available on request. 

33840

                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Measuring range (l1)        Measuring depth (h1)        Slide calliper measuring ranges (l1)        33840            …
                                 mm                                    mm                                                            mm                                 
                            20 - 50                                             80                              20 - 30 / 30 - 40 / 40 - 50                  #            101
                           50 - 110                                             60                                             50 - 80 / 80 - 110                  #            102
                         110 - 300                                                 -                                                                            -                #            103

Spare parts and exploded-view drawing of L internal precision measuring devices available for delivery on request.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Steel                       Carbide                
    Size      Measuring range        Measuring range          Measuring             Number of        Measuring discs      Extension length      33837            …           33838            …
                                        mm            blind bore mm            depth mm       measuring pin             thickness mm                            mm                                                                     
          1                             6 - 18                                        -                         100                               17                       0.25 / 0.5                                       -                                                          #            101
          2                        18 - 160                                        -                         145                               19                0.5 / 1 / 2 / 3                           16 / 55                #            102                     #            102
           2                        18 - 160                          20 - 140                         145                               19                0.5 / 1 / 2 / 3                           15 / 55                #            103                     #            103

Setting Devices ESU

L
Type
Scope of supply: Setting instrument with setting
jaw holder, pair of setting jaws, measuring jaws
made of solid carbide of gauge block quality,
clamping element, stand, without gauge blocks, 
in wooden box.

Use
Can be mounted horizontally or vertically. For a
precise fine adjustment of dial indicating inside
gauges type SU / SK /SW / SMT / SP / SV to the
required nominal size with the aid of gauge blocks.

33845 107
For type SS.

Note:
Measuring range 4.5 - 30 mm available on request.

33845

                                                                                       
           Measuring range                      33845           …
                                 mm                                                
                         4.5 - 160                                  #            101
                          18 - 160                                  #            103
                          18 - 290                                  #            104

                                                                                       
           Measuring range                      33845           …
                                 mm                                                
                        160 - 510                                  #            105
                        160 - 800                                  #            106
                          20 - 300                                  #            107

33837 103

l1

h
1

h
2

33837 - 33838

33840

33845

Info

Internal precision measuring devices │ Setting devices │ Surface specimen plates
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L

Type KT:           For internal tooth measurements, 
Type SN:           For measurements of grooves and recesses,
Type ST:            For measurements of pedestal bearing housings, grooves and recesses,
Type SL:            For measuring boreholes with non-extended boring bar.

Available on request!

Type ST

Type KT

Type SN Type SL

Die NEW motorisierten TESA TPS setting
device eigenen sich zur Anzeigeeinstellung
and zur calibration von length measuring
equipment with 2- and 3-Punkt and/or -
Linien-Berührung for inside- and Outer
dimensions up to 1500 mm.

Advantage:
A single setting device can replace many
master gauges, e.g. setting rings and parallel
gauge blocks.

The setting devices as well as many measu-
ring inserts for various applications are
available for delivery on request. 

Please contact us!

Surface Specimen Plates, Sets
RUGOTEST
Type
Roughness is divided into 12 classes – N0 to N11. 
Use
For comparative testing  of the surface quality by the
visual and tactile (fingernail) method, to standards
ISO/R468, ISO 2632/1 1975 and NF E 05-051.

Note:
These specimen plates make clear in a practical
manner the various types of surface obtained with
the machines used in industrial applications.

33890 101
Use
For the following machining methods:
Plane milling, grinding, face milling, lapping,
shaping/turning, honing. incl. tables for the 
different types of machining.

33890 101

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Field of application                              Number of            Dimensions on specimen plates          Comparison areas          ISO roughness classes               33890            …
                                            Comparison specimens                                                           mm                             Ra µm                                                                                           
    General                                                                        27                                                           120 x 90                           0.05 - 12.5           N 2 - N 10                                                                   101
    Blasting                                                                       18                                                           120 x 90                          0.80 - 25.0           N 6 - N 11                                                      #            103
    Planing                                                                           6                                                           110 x 50                          0.80 - 25.0           N 6 - N 11                                                      #            106
    Turning                                                                          6                                                           110 x 50                           0.40 - 12.5           N 5 - N 10                                                                   107
    Face milling                                                                  6                                                           110 x 50                           0.40 - 12.5           N 5 - N 10                                                                   108
    Face grinding                                                               8                                                           130 x 50                          0.025 - 3.2           N 1 - N 8                                                        #            109
    Circular grinding                                                        8                                                           130 x 50                          0.025 - 3.2           N 1 - N 8                                                        #            110
    Spark erosion                                                              6                                                           110 x 50                           0.40 - 12.5           N 5 - N 10                                                      #            111

33890 107 33890 110

33890

Measuring devices for special applicationsInfo

Motorisierte setting device TESA TPS 300/500/1000/1500Info

(
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    Type                                                                                                          33902            …              33903            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Roughness measuring device HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5                                                    101                                             
     HOMMEL-ETAMIC Printer P5                                                                                                                                 #            101

33902S
33902
Large colour display with tolerance evaluation.
Probe position display for precise alignment of the
measuring device. Intuitive click wheel control for
selection of characteristics and operation of all
device functions. Illuminated probe protection.
Internal memory for 5 measuring programs and
max. 10,000 measuring results. Integrated Li-ion
battery for up to 800 measurements. USB and
Bluetooth interface. Interchangeable sliding pad
probes. Probe paths in accordance with
ISO/JIS/MOTIF, max. 17.5 mm. 
Cut-Off: 0.25/0.8/2.5 mm. Filter: Phase-corrected
profile filter, doubled Gauß filter, Ls filter.

Measurement and evaluation of the following
roughness characteristics: Ra, Rz, Rmax (Rt),
Rq, RSm, Rmr(c),  Rk, Rpk, Rvk, Mr1, Mr2, A1, A2,
R, AR, Rx, Rp, Rpm, RZ(JIS), Ry, tp, RPc, R3z.
Scope of supply:
HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5, roughness probe T1E 
(2 µ/90°) with Measuring range +/- 100 microns,
locating prism for small shafts, USB cables,
charger, user instructions, factory calibration
certificate, in the case.

33903 101
HOMMEL-ETAMIC PRINTER P5
Thermal printer with Bluetooth interface for reporting
of the characteristics, measuring conditions and
roughness profiles as graphic display with high 

resolution. Including 5 rolls of thermal 
paper, charger and storage case.

Note:
Thermal paper for printer P5
see cat.-no. 33930 120.

Mobile roughness measuring device HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5

33903

Software EVOVIS for HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5+W10

S
Type
PC-based evaluation program 
for mobile roughness measuring devices:
- HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5 (cat.-no. 33902 101)

and HOMMEL-ETAMIC W10 (cat.-no. 33925 101)
- HOMMEL-ETAMIC T1000basic, T1000wave from

production year 1999
- Able to run under Windows 7 / 64 bit, Windows XP

Performance features:
- Test schedule creation
- Measurement and evaluation
- Automatic creation of result tables
- Reporting purposes / report editor
- Multiprint function
- Automatic measuring sequences
- Object administration / network plan
- System settings
- Langauge options selectable: German, English,

French, Spanish, Polish, Russian, Chinese

Evaluations:
- All commonly used characteristics in accordance

with DIN EN ISO 4287, 13565, MOTIF ISO 12085,
JIS B601, ASME B46 DIN EN 10049

- Filter in accordance with DIN EN ISO 11562, 3274,
ISO 13565-1, robust Gauss filter ISO 16610-31

- Evaluation P/R/W profiles
- Interactive Abott curve
- Extensive report editor
- Powerful online Help
Scope of supply:
Data carrier CD, software licence file, USB dongle                                                                                                                                                                                        

    Typ                                                                                                                                                    33910            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Software EVOVOS mobile                                                                                                                                       #            201

Mobile roughness measuring device HOMMEL-ETAMIC W10

S
- Mobile roughness measuring device for precision 

class 1 for sliding pad measurements
- Measurement of all commonly used roughness

characteristics with wireless slide-in device
- Intuitive operation across a 4.3 inch 

touchscreen
- Integrated thermal printer and Integrated

roughness master gauge
- Mains power or battery mode
- USB interface for connection to a PC
- Eight measuring programs with comprehensive

programming faclities offer individual measuring
program functions

Scope of supply:
- HOMMEL-ETAMIC W10 basic device
- Wireless slide-in device LV17 with axial

and transverse probing
- Illuminated pushbutton protection
- Roughness probe T1E 

2 µm / 90°, 
measuring range 
100 µm

- Mains adapter
- 2 rolls of printer paper
- Factory acceptance 

certificate
- Operation manual
- Storage case

33925

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Typ                                                                                                                                                    33925            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Roughness measuring device HOMMEL-ETAMIC W10                                                                                               101

  Technical data:                                                
  Measuring range:                                               Max. 320 µ (-210/+110) depending on the roughness probe
  Probe:                                                                Inductive sliding pad probe 2 microns / 90 degrees
  Probe path:                                                        17.5 mm (1.5 / 4.8 / 15 mm)
  Number of individual measuring paths:             1 ... 5 selectable
  Ic:                                                                       0.25 / 0.8 / 2.5 mm
  Iamda S filter:                                                    independently switchable from lc
  Filter:                                                                  DIN EN ISO 11562, DIN EN ISO 16610-21, ISO 13565-1,
                                                                             λs filter in accordance with DIN EN ISO 3274
  Sensing speed:                                                  0.15 / 0.5 / 1.0 mm/sec, return run 3 mm /sec
  Surface characteristics DIN EN ISO 4287:        Ra, Rz, Rt, Rmax, Rp, Rpm, Rv, RPc, RSm, Rq, RSk,
                                                                             Rku, Rdq, Rdc, Rmr(c)[%], Rmr(c)[?m], R3z, Rz-ISO
  Surface characteristics DIN EN ISO 13565:      Rpk*, Rpk, Rk, Rvk, Rvk*, Mr1, Mr2
  Surface characteristics MOTIF ISO 12085:       R, Rx, Ar, Nr, CR, CF, CL, W, Wx, Aw, Nw
  Surface characteristics DIN EN ISO 10049:      RPc, Ra
  Special characteristics:                                      Seal characteristics: Rmr(c), Pmr(c) with 
                                                                             c = factor x characteristics (factor: 0.01 - 1.00)
                                                                             Characteristic: Rt, Tmax, Rz, Ra, Pt, Pmax, Pz, Pa)

33902 - 33903

33925

33910

Roughness measuring devices and accessories
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Digital Roughness Testing Instruments

ß
TR110
Type
The instrument is equipped with a piezoelectric
sensor, which probes the rough surface with a
diamond tip. It is very accurate, has a large measu-
ring range and can be handled error-free. With
backlit LC-display. Automatic shutdown after 90
seconds. The instrument can be used during
charging procedure.
Technical data:
Units of measurement Ra, Rz,
Measuring range Ra: 0.05 - 15.0 μm,
Measuring range Rz: 0.10...50.0 μm.
Measuring uncertainty: +/- 6% of measuring value,
Testing distance: 6 mm.
Probe: diamond, point radius 10 µm +/- 2.5 µm.

Single measuring distance (cut-off):
0.25 mm, 0.8 mm, 2.5 mm.
Total measuring distance: 1.25 mm, 4.0 mm, 5.0 mm.
Operating temperature: 0...+40°C,
Storage temperature/transporting temperature:
-20...+60°C,
Air humidity: 90%.
Dimensions: 102 x 70 x 22 mm,
Weight: 180 g,
Battery 2 x 3.0 V Li-ion.
Setting reference piece, power adapter/charger 
230 V/50 Hz, 9 V, and protective pouch included. 
In robust case with combination lock. 

Use
For incoming checks, manufacture and on-site on
metals and non-metals.

33895

                                               
                                                                                                                                                              33895            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                   201

                                                                                         
                                                               33903            …
                                                                                         
     Height measuring tripod HS300               #            103
     Adapter W5 for HS300                                 #            104
     Probe T1E (2 µm/90°)                                   #            106
     Probe T1E oil-tight (2 µm/90°)                   #            107
     Probe T3E (5 µm/90°)                                   #            108

4.
58

Ø
 1

.8
5 1

15,51.5 TK050

                                                                                         
                                                               33930            …
                                                                                         
     Probe extension AZZ 55                             #            112
     Roughness book                                           #            113
     Stationary measuring station                 #            118
     Roughness master gauge RNDH 3                        119
     Thermal paper (10 rolls)                                           120

Accessories for roughness measuring devices HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5+W10

S
33903 103
Height measuring tripod HS300
Type
With tripod base made of cast iron and ground
three-point mounting. Height adjustment range 
300 mm, tilt range +/- 180°.

Note:
To hold the mobile roughness measuring devices
W5+W10, a W5 adapter (cat.-no. 33903 104) is
required.

33903 104
Adapter W5
Use
To hold the mobile roughness measuring devices
HOMMEL-ETAMIC W5+W10 on the height measu-
ring tripod HS300.

33930 105
Probe T1K
With small sliding rail for measuring convex and
concave surfaces, e.g. grooves on roller bearings.
Sliding pad radius = 0.2 mm.

33930 106
Spare probe T1E oil-proof
With sliding rail for measuring on flat surfaces,
shafts and into bores.

33930 107
Spare standard probe T1E
With sliding rail for measuring on flat surfaces,
shafts and into bores.

33930 108
Probe TK050
With positioned sliding rail for bores fro 2 mm
diameter.

33930 109
Probe T1D
With measuring head in front of sliding rail, for
measuring in direct distance to plane surfaces, 
blind holes and recesses.

Note:
Other probes available on request.

33930 112
Probe extension AZZ 55
Extension for 6-pin probes, length 55 mm, shaft Ø
approx. 11 mm.

33930 118
Stationary measuring station for W5+W10
With T groove, including indicator supports, measu-
ring plate and infinitely variable swivel unit +/- 180°,
height adjustment range 300 mm. Dimensions 
(L x W x H) 400 x 280 x 483 mm.

Note:
To hold the mobile roughness measuring devices
W5+W10, a W5 adapter (cat.-no. 33903 104) is
required.

33930 119
Roughness master gauge RNDH 3
Geometry master gauge made of nickel. 
Triangular/sinusoidal grooves. 
Ra: approx. 3.2 µm,
Rz: approx. 10.0 µm.

33930 120
Thermal paper for W10 
and printer P5

33903 103

1.8

7
3.

2

T1K20 0.1

Ø
 3

.9

T1D

1.8

ø
 3

.9

T1E

33930 106-107

33930 108

33930 10933930 105

33930 119

33930 118

                                                                                         
                                                               33930            …
                                                                                         
     Probe T1K (5 µm/90°)                                   #            105
     Probe T1E oil-tight (5 µm/90°)                   #            106
     Probe T1E (5 µm/90°)                                                 107
     Probe TK050 (5 µm/90°)                              #            108
     Probe T1D (5 µm/60°)                                   #            109

33903 - 33930

33895
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Measuring instrument for humidity of materials, humidity and air temperature TESTO 606-1 and 606-2

.
33942 101-102
Type
Precise measuring of the wood's humidity thanks to
stored characteristics for e.g. beechwood, spruce,
larch, oak, pine, and maple. Characteristics for
cement pavement, concrete, plaster etc. with 
HOLD function and self-test. Operating temperature
-10…50°C

Scope of supply:
TESTO 606, calibration protocol, wrist lanyard, 
belt bag, protection cap, batteries (2 x AAA).
Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

33942 102
TESTO 606-2
Additionally measurements of air temperature and
humidity in order to judge drying advancements

                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33942            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 606-1                                                                                                                                              101
                  TESTO 606-2                                                                                                                                              102

    Technical data:                                  TESTO 606-1                                 TESTO 606-2
    Humidity of materials measuring range:    0…90%                                           0…90%
    Resolution:                                          0.1                                                  0.1
    Accuracy:                                             +/-1% (conductivity)                        +/-1% (conductivity)
    Units:                                                   % rel. hum., wet bulb, dew point     % rel. hum., wet bulb, dew point
    Humidity measuring range:                 –                                                     0 … 100% rel. hum.
    Resolution:                                          –                                                     0.1% rel. hum.
    Accuracy:                                             –                                                     +/-2.5% rel. hum. (5 … 95% rel. hum.)
    Units:                                                   –                                                     % rel. hum., wet bulb, dew point
    Air temperature measuring range:       –                                                     -10 … +50°C
    Resolution:                                          –                                                     0.1°C
    Accuracy:                                             –                                                     +/-0.5°C
    Units:                                                   –                                                     °C/°F
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):   119 x 46 x 25 mm                           119 x 46 x 25 mm

Measuring instrument for air and surface temperature TESTO 810

.
IR measurement with 1-point laser measuring point
marking and 6:1 optics. Air temperature measure-
ment, display of temperature difference e.g. bet-
ween window and air. HOLD function and max/min
values. Operating temperature -10…50°C

Scope of supply:
TESTO 810, calibration protocol, wrist lanyard, belt
bag, protection cap, batteries (2 x AAA).

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

    Technical data:                                    TESTO 810
    Surface temperature measuring range:      -30 … +300°C
    Resolution:                                            0.1°C
    Accuracy:                                              +/-2.0°C (-30 - +100°C) +/-2% of meas. val. (remaining measuring range)
    Optics:                                                   6:1
    Units:                                                     °C/°F
    Air temperature measuring range:        -10 … +50°C
    Resolution:                                            0.1°C
    Accuracy:                                              +/-0.5°C
    Units:                                                     °C/°F
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):     119 x 46 x 25 mm
                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33940            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 810                                                                                                                                                                    101

Measuring instrument for humidity and air temperature TESTO 610

.
Type
Long-term stable humidity sensor, 2.5% rel. hum.-
precision with Calibration protocol. incl. dew point
calculation and WetBulb. HOLD function and
max/min values. Operating temperature -10…50°C.

Scope of supply:
TESTO 610, calibration protocol, wrist lanyard, belt
bag, protection cap, batteries (2 x AAA).

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

    Technical data:                                           TESTO 610
    Temperature measuring range:                    -10 … +50°C
    Resolution:                                                   0.1°C
    Accuracy:                                                     +/-0.5°C
    Units:                                                           °C/°F
    Humidity measuring range:                          0 … 100% rel. hum.
    Resolution:                                                   0.1% rel. hum.
    Accuracy:                                                     +/-2.5% rel. hum. (5 … 95% rel. hum.)
    Units:                                                           % rel. hum., wet bulb, dew point
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):            119 x 46 x 25 mm
                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33941            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 610                                                                                                                                                                    101

33940

33941

33940

33941

33942

Measuring instrument in pocket format 

33942 10233942 101
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Measuring instrument for air flow, temperature and humidity TESTO 410-1 and 410-2

.
33943 101-102
Type
- Integrated flow rate measurement 

using a 40 mm vane wheel
- Formation of average time
- Hold function
- Max./Min. values
- Windchill calculation for external areas
- Operating temperature -10…50°C

Scope of delivery:
- TESTO 410
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

33943 102
TESTO 410-2
Type
Additionally measurements of humidity.

    Technical data:                                 TESTO 410-1                              TESTO 410-2
    Flow measuring range:                      0.4 … 20 m/s                              0.4 … 20 m/s
    Resolution:                                         0.1 m/s                                        0.1 m/s
    Accuracy:                                           +/-(0.2 m/s + 2% of meas. val.)   +/-(0.2 m/s + 2% of meas. val.)
    Units:                                                  m/s, km/h, fpm, mph, Knoten,     m/s, km/h, fpm, mph, knots,
                                                               perceived temperature°C/°F     perceived temperature°C/°F 
                                                               (Windchill), Beaufort                   (Windchill), Beaufort
    Temperature measuring range:          -10 … +50°C                              -10 … +50°C
    Resolution:                                         0.1°C                                          0.1°C
    Accuracy:                                           +/-0.5°C                                     +/-0.5°C
    Units:                                                  °C/°F                                         °C/°F
    Humidity measuring range:                –                                                  0 … 100% rel. hum.
    Resolution:                                         –                                                  0.1% rel. hum.
    Accuracy:                                           –                                                  +/-2.5% rel. hum. (5 … 95% rel. hum.)
    Units                                                   –                                                  % rel. hum., wet bulb, dew point
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):  133 x 46 x 25 mm                       133 x 46 x 25 mm
                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33943            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 410-1                                                                                                                                 #            101
                  TESTO 410-2                                                                                                                                              102

Measuring instrument for pressure difference TESTO 510
33944

                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33944            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 510                                                                                                                                                                    101

    Technical data:                                   TESTO 510
    Pressure measuring range:                  0 … 100 hPa
    Resolution:                                           0.01 hPa
    Accuracy:                                              +/-0.03 hPa (0 … 0.30 hPa)
                                                                 +/-0.05 hPa (0.31 … 1.00 hPa)
                                                                 +/-(0.1 hPa +1.5% of meas. val.)
                                                                 (1.01 hPa … 100 hPa)
    Units:                                                    hPa, mbar, Pa, mmH2O, mmHg, 
                                                                 inH2O, inHg, psi, m/s, fpm
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):    119 x 46 x 25 mm

33943

33944

33943 101 33943 102

.
Type
- Display in Pascal across the entire 

measuring range is possible
- Temperature compensation
- Magnets on the back of the device permit 

work with both hands free
- Flow rate measurement with baffle pipe
- Air density compensation
- Operating temperature 0…50°C

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 510
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.
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Measuring instrument for brightness TESTO 540

.
Type
- Sensor is adapted to suit the spectral sensitivity

level of the human eye
- Hold function for comfortable reading 

of the measuring values
- Max./Min. values
- Operating temperatures 0…50°C

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 540
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

33947

    Technical data:                                   TESTO 540
    Brightness measuring range:               0 … 99.999 Lux
                                                                 1 Lux (0 … 19.999 Lux)
                                                                 10 Lux (20.000 … 99.999 Lux)
    Accuracy:                                              +/-3% (compared with reference)
    Units:                                                    Lux, Footcandle
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):    133 x 46 x 25 mm
                                                                                                                                                                                       
               Type                                                                                                                                       33947            …
                                                                                                                                                                                       
                  TESTO 540                                                                                                                                                                    101

Measuring instrument for absolute pressure, barometric pressure and elevation TESTO 511

.
Type
- Absolute pressure precision +/- 3 hPa
- Calculations of barometric air pressure
- Barometric height measurement
- Operating temperature 0…50°C

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 511
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

    Technical data:                                   TESTO 511
    Pressure measuring range:                  300 … 1.200 hPa
    Resolution:                                           0.1 hPa
    Accuracy:                                              +/-3.0 hPa
    Units:                                                    hPa, mbar, Pa, mmH2O,
                                                                 mmHg, inH2O, inHg, psi, m, ft
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):    119 x 46 x 25 mm
                                                                                                                                                                                        
               Typ                                                                                                                                         33945            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  TESTO 511                                                                                                                                                      #            101

.
Type
- Optical speed measurement with 

LED measuring point marking
- Max./Min. values
- Operating temperature 0…50°C

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 460
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note: 
Reflective stickers see cat.-no. 39120 102.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304. 

Measuring instrument for rotational speed, optical TESTO 460

                                                                                                                                                                                       
               Type                                                                                                                                       39121            …
                                                                                                                                                                                       
                  TESTO 460                                                                                                                                                                    101

    Technical data:                                   TESTO 460
    Measuring range:                                 100…29.999 rpm
    Resolution:                                           0.1 rpm (100…999.9 rpm)
                                                                 1.0 rpm (1.000…29.999 rpm)
    Accuracy:                                              +/-(0.02% of meas. val.) +1 digit
    Units:                                                    rpm, rps
    Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):    119 x 46 x 25 mm

33945

33945

39121

33947

39121

Measuring instrument in pocket format │ Temperature measuring strip │ 
Infrared temperature measuring instrument
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Temperature Measuring Strips

.
Type
Self-adhesive with temperature-sensitive elements.
within 1 sec. the colour changes irreversibly.
Accuracy up to +150°C: +/-1.5°C, starting at
+150°C: +/-1% of the measured value. Practical
measuring strip booklet with 10 strips. 
L x W 50 x 18 mm. 
Use
For temperature control, e.g. for measuring moving
parts, for long-time supervision and for measuring
small workpieces.

Note:
Measuring strips on roll, e.g. for labelling machines,
available on request. 

33951

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Measuring range                                                                                                               33951            …
                                           °C                                                                                                                                         
                                +37…+65                                                                                                                                                     102
                              +71…+110                                                                                                                                                     103
                            +116…+154                                                                                                                                                     104
                            +160…+199                                                                                                                                       #            105
                           +204…+260                                                                                                                                       #            106

33952 10233952 101

0
Type
- Temperature display of°C or°F
- Laser (class II a) for exact sighting of the measu-

ring object
- Display background illumination
- Alarm functions: acoustic and optical  

HIGH/LOW alarm
- Min / Max / Scan / Hold / OFF
Use
Contactless measuring of surface temperatures.
Perfect for secure measurements of glowing, very
sharp edged, rotating, or live parts, and for hard-to-
reach places.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303 and 39900
405.

33952 103
Type
With X-laser for a comfortable determination of the
actual measuring field size.
DFL laser function (dual focus laser):
The standard optics of 75:1 can be switched to
close focus optics (resolution 62:1, measuring spot
Ø 1 mm at a distance of 62 mm) by means of a
lever. Perfect e.g. for measuring small electronic
components.

Infrared Temperature Measurement Instrument

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                   Measuring range                                                                                                                                                                                                                  33952            …
                                           °C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                   -32...+530                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     101
                                   -32...+760                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       #            102
                                   -32...+900                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       #            103

    Measuring range                -32...+530°C                                                          -32...+760°C                                                          -32...+900°C
     Numeral increment               0.1 K                                                                       0.1 K                                                                       0.1 K
     Error limit                               +/-1% or +/-1°C (0...530°C)                                 +/-1% or +/-1°C (0...760°C)                                 +/-0.75% or +/-0.75°C *
                                                   +/-1°C +/-0.07°C (0...32°C)                                 +/-1°C +/-0.07°C (0...32°C)                                 (* valid is always the higher value)
    Optical focusing                    20:1                                                                         40:1                                                                         75:1 + DFL
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
     Emission level adjustable     0.100 - 1.000                                                          0.100 - 1.500                                                          0.100 - 1.100
     Measuring value memory    -                                                                               20 measuring values                                             100 measuring values
     Data output                           incl. USB data cable and Windows software        incl. USB data cable and Windows software        incl. USB data cable and Windows software
     Sensor connection type K    -                                                                               incl. type K insertion sensor                                  incl. type K insertion sensor
     Battery                                  1 x 9 V E block                                                       1 x 9 V E block                                                       2 x 1.5 V Mignon, type AA
     Scope of supply:                   battery, rubber protective sleeve, In the case       battery, rubber protective sleeve, in the case       batteries, in the case

33952 103

33951

33952
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Infrared Thermometers 830-T2/-T4

.
33958 202-203
Type
Emissivity adjustable from 0.2 - 1.0. Operating
temperature -20 - +50°C, alarm limit values
adjustable, illuminated display, good handling. With
acoustic alarm when limit values are exceeded, 9V
battery. Certificate available at additional price.
Use
For no-touch measurements, e.g. of rotating
workpieces (1). Used with the optional external
probes e.g. for bright metal surfaces (2).

Note: 
Other accessories, see cat.-no. 33971.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405. 

33958 202
TESTO 830-T2 
Type
With 2 laser measuring point markings and
mounting for external TE sensor. Measuring optics
10:1. 

33958 203
TESTO 830-T4
Type
With 2 laser measuring point markings and
mounting for external TE sensors. Measuring optics
30:1. Therefore, the measuring point only has a
diameter of 3.6cm at a distance of one meter. Thus,
even small objects can be measured from a large
distance. Display of Min, Max values.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Type                    Measuring range                                         Accuracy          Resolution        33958            …
                                                            °C                               (-30 … + 400°C)                         °C                                  
         TESTO 830-T2                -30 … +400            +/- 2° C / +/- 2% of meas. val.                           0.1                               202
         TESTO 830-T4                -30 … +400              +/-1° C / +/-2% of meas. val.                           0.1                               203

(1) (2)

33958 202 33958 203

Infrared temperature measurement instrument TESTO 835

.
Type 
- Up to maximum temperature range can be

measured safely and precisely
- 4 point laser indicates the precise measuring range

and prevents measuring errors
- 50:1 optics permit safe measurements from 

great distance
- Integrated emission level measurement for absolute 
- Measuring reliability
- Comfortable menu navigation with icons and 

Joystick
- Measuring value and location memory and data

evaluation on PC with free PC software 
-EasyClimate-

Scope of supply:
Infrared temperature measuring device, 4-point
laser-marking, measuring data administration, PC
software, incl. batteries and calibration protocol.
Note:
Other accessories, see cat.-no. 33971. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

33959 101
TESTO 835-T1
Type
Entry point to intelligient infrared measuring
technology. This practical infrared thermometer
offers the greatest possible safety and precision
when measuring the temperature of small objects
from an average distance, e.g. when monitoring the
temperature of walls, troubleshooting of heating and
air-conditioning systems or the quality control of
industrially manufactured products.

33959 102
TESTO 835-T2
Type
Professional for the high-temperature range. Thanks
to the extended measuring range, this infrared
thermometer temperatures measures precisely and
from a safe distance Up to 1500°C, e.g. when
monitoring the product temperature in the glassma-
king, ceramics and metalworking industry sectors.

33959 103
TESTO 835-H1
Type
Special device with integrated surface humidity
measurement. With the unique and patented
infrared surface humidity measurement you can for
example measure the risk of mould on building
structures in good time, you can measure humidity
or you can check the dewpoint 
distance. 
Delivery incl. 
humidity module.

33959

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Typ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    33959            …
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
         TESTO 835-T1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         #            101
         TESTO 835-T2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         #            102
         TESTO 835-H1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         #            103

    Technical data:                            TESTO 835-T1 (Cat.-No. 33959 101)      TESTO 835-T2 (Cat.-No. 33959 102)      TESTO 835-H1 (Cat.-No. 33959 103)
    Sensor type infrared                                                                                                                                                     
    Optics:                                           50:1 (relating to a distance of 2.0 m to the measuring object typically) + opening diameter of the sensor (24 mm)
    Measuring point marking:              4-point laser                                             4-point laser                                              4-point laser
    Measuring range:                          -30 ... +600°C                                          -10 ... +1500°C                                        -30 ... +600°C
    Accuracy +/- 1 digit:                      +/- 2.5°C (-30.0 ... -20.1°C)                    +/- 2.0°C o. +/- 1% of meas. val.              +/- 2.5°C (-30.0 ... -20.1°C)
                                                          +/- 1.5°C (-20.0 ... -0.1°C)                                                                                        +/- 1.5°C (-20.0 ... -0.1°C)
                                                          +/- 1.0°C (+0.0 ... +99.9°C)                                                                                      +/- 1.0°C (+0.0 ... +99.9°C)
                                                          +/- 1% of meas. val. (remaining Measuring range)                                                            +/- 1% of ave. val.. (remaining measuring range)
    Resolution:                                    0.1°C                                                       0.1°C (-10.0 ... +999.9°C)                       0.1°C
                                                                                                                           1°C (+1000.0 ... +1500.0°C)                   
    Sensor type type K (NiCr-Ni)                                                                                                                                        
    Measuring range:                          -50 ... +600°C                                          -50 ... +1000°C                                        -50 ... +600°C
    Accuracy +/- 1 digit:                      +/- (-0.5°C +0.5% of ave. val.)                 +/- (-0.5°C +0.5% of ave. val.)                  +/- (-0.5°C +0.5% of ave. val.)
    Resolution:                                    0.1°C                                                       0.1°C                                                        0.1°C
    Sensor type humidity sensor                                                                                                                                      
    Accuracy:                                      -                                                                -                                                                +/- 2% rel. hum.
                                                                                                                                                                                            +/- 0.5°
    Resolution:                                    -                                                                -                                                                0.1°C
                                                                                                                                                                                            0.1% rel. hum.
                                                                                                                                                                                            0.1°Ctd
    Emission factor:                             0.10 ... 1.00 (increments 0.01)                 0.10 ... 1.00 (increments 0.01)                 0.10 ... 1.00 (increments 0.01)
    Dimension:                                    193 x 166 x 63 mm                                  193 x 166 x 63 mm                                   193 x 166 x 63 mm
    Weight:                                          514 g                                                        514 g                                                        514 g

33958

33959

Infrared temperature measuring instrument │ Mini Penetration Thermometer
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Mini Penetration Thermometer

.
Type
- Watertight, protection category acc. to IP 67
- MAX/MIN and HOLD key
-°C/°F changing over
- Battery status indicator
- Sensor tube length 120 mm
- With protection sleeve for sensor tube
- Delivery incl. button cell LR44
- Available as a cost option with certificate

Use
For measuring temperatures of the air, soft and
powdery substances and liquids, e.g. in laboratories,
in food production, in heating engineering, 
in gardening, offices.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 101.

33964

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                              33964            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                          401

 IP
67

Infrared temperature measurement instrument TESTO 845

.
TESTO 845
Type
- Reversible optics for far-field and focal point

measurement
- With the SWITCH optics, at the focal point, surface

temperatures can be measured with a measuring
spot diameter of up to 1 mm

- A 2-point laser marks the measuring range
precisely at the focal point

- With the 75:1 far-field optics with laser crosshairs,
the measuring point can be marked precisely at
any distance and can be recognised clearly -
measuring errors are eliminated

- Fast recording of measuring data - at a time 
interval of 100 ms, Min/Max values and limit value
violations are updated

- This makes it possible to scan surfaces rapidly and
to evaluate them quickly

- With an input for externally connectable type K
temperature sensors, to measure temperatures at
unknown emission levels

Scope of supply: 
- TESTO 845
- Calibration protocol
- Carrying loop
- PC software for archiving and 

documentation of measuring values
- Tripod holder
- USB cable for connection to the PC
- In an aluminium case

Note:
Other accessories, see cat.-no. 33971. 
Replacement batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

33960

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Type                                                                                                                                               33960            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
         TESTO 845                                                                                                                                                               #            101

33960

33964

    Technical data:                                                            TESTO 845
    Measuring range:                                                          Infrared: -35 … +950°C
                                                                                          Contact: -35 … +950°C
    Spectral range:                                                              8 - 14 µm
    Accuracy°C IR (at +23°C) +/- 1 digit:                           +/-2.5°C (-35 … -20.1°C)
                                                                                          +/-1.5°C (-20 … +19.9°C)
                                                                                          +/-0.75°C (+20 … +99.9°C)
                                                                                          +/-0.75% of meas. val. (+100 … +950°C)
    Accuracy°C contact (type K) +/- 1 digit:                       +/-0.75°C (-35 … +75°C)
                                                                                          +/-1% of meas. val. (75.1 … +950°C)
    Resolution:                                                                    0.1°C (°C measuring sizes)
                                                                                          0.1% rel. hum. (humidity)
                                                                                          0.1°Ctd (dew point)
    Emission factor:                                                             adjustable 0.1 … 1.0
    Optical resolution:                                                         Far field: 75:1 (16 mm, distance 1200 mm)
                                                                                          Near field (focus point): 1 mm, distance 70 mm
    Measurement:                                                               t 95: 150 ms
    Scanning max/min/alarm:                                             100 ms
    Housing made of:                                                          ABS black, grey, metal cover
    Dimensions TESTO 845 (L x W x H):                            155 x 58 x 195 mm
    Weight:                                                                          465 g
    Dimensions of case (L x W x H):                                   405 x 340 x 93 mm

    Technical data:                                                            
    Measuring range:                                                          -20 … +230°C
    Resolution:                                                                    0.1°C (-19.9 to + 199.9° C) / Rest 1.0°C
    Accuracy:                                                                      +/-1°C (-20 … +53.9°C)
                                                                                          +/-0.8°C (+54 … +90°C)
                                                                                          +/-1°C (+90.1 … +180°C)
                                                                                          +/-1.5°C (+180.1 … +230°C)
    Operating temperature:                                                 -10...+50°C
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                                  Suitable for measuring instrument                                                                                                                                                                                               
   Type                                                                           830                  835                845               925               110                625            735-2          435-1                33971            …
                                                                                (33958)           (33959)          (33960)        (33969)         (33976)          (33981)         (33983)       (33996)                                          
   Replacement thermal paper                                               -                          -                       x                      -                       -                        -                       -                     -                           #            105
   Surface sensor                                                                       -                         x                       x                      x                       -                        -                      x                     x                                         106
   Immersion sensor                                                                  -                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     -                                         107
   Thermo-pair                                                                             -                          -                        -                      x                       -                        -                       -                     -                           #            108
   Immersion/plug-in sensor                                                  x                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     -                                         109
   Air sensor                                                                                x                         x                       x                      x                       -                        -                      x                     -                                         110
   Immersion/plug-in sensor                                                   -                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     x                                         112
   Tube contact sensor                                                             -                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     x                                         113
   Magnetic sensor                                                                     -                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     -                                         114
   Immersion measuring tip                                                    -                         x                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     -                           #            115
   Handle                                                                                       -                          -                        -                      x                       -                        -                      x                     x                           #            120
   Transport case                                                                        -                          -                        -                      x                      x                       x                       -                     -                                         121
   TopSafe for 925                                                                       -                          -                        -                      x                       -                        -                       -                     -                                         139
   NTC air sensor                                                                        -                          -                        -                      -                      x                        -                       -                     x                           #            140

Accessories for Testo measuring instruments

. Note: 
Please use the overview in the pricing table to find
the applicable accessories.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900.

. Printer accessories

33971 105
Spare thermal paper

. Transport protection

33971 139
TopSafe
Use
For TESTO 925 (cat.-no. 33969 201).

33971 121
Carrying case
Use
For safely transporting testing equipment, 3 probes and accessories. 

. Miscellaneous

33971 120
Handle with cable
Use
For pluggable measuring jaws.

33971 139

33971 120

continuation .

Temperature Measurement Instruments TESTO 925

.
Multi-purpose thermometer 
TESTO 925
Type
- Robust measuring device with wireless option 
- Measured value sensor: 

NiCr-Ni (thermo element plug connection type K)
- HOLD key for holding the measurement value
- LC display (character height 14 mm)
- 1-row display
- Changeover°C/°F
- Battery display

Scope of supply: 
- Battery 9 V (type 6 LR 61), designed for  

long-term operation
- User instructions and calibration protocol
- Without measuring sensor (see cat.-no. 33971)
- Available as a cost option with ISO calibration

certificate

Use
Ideal for daily temperature measurements under
rough conditions in industry and trade.

Note:
Accessories for radio mode and probes see 
cat.-no. 33971. 
TopSafe see cat.-no. 33971 139. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.

33969

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
               Type                   Measuring range                                        Accuracy                             Resolution            Dimensions            Weight                           33969            …
                                                                   °C                                 (-40 - +900°C)                                            °C                          mm                      g                                                     
                  TESTO 925                   -50 … +1000              +/- 1°C +/- 1% of meas. val.                      0.1/1.0 (> 200°C)           190 x 57 x 42                   300                                                     201

33969

33971

Temperature measuring instruments │ Accessories for TESTO measuring instruments
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33971 106

33971 113

33971 114

33971 108

33971 110

33971 140

33971 107

33971 109

33971 115

33971 112

continuation .

. Immersion/penetration probes

33971 107
Immersion probe with cable handle 
Type
TE type K, precise and quick, waterproof. Measuring range -60 - +1000°C.

33971 109
Immersion/penetration probes with cable handle
Type
TE type K, waterproof. Measuring range -60 - +400°C.

33971 112
Immersion/penetration probes with cable handle
Type
TE type K, extremely quick and waterproof. Measuring range -60 - +800°C.

33971 115
Immersion measuring tip without handle
Type
TE type K, flexible, length 500 mm, Ø 1.5 mm. 
Measuring range -200 - +1000°C.

. Surface probes

33971 106
Surface probe with cable handle
Type
TE type K, very fast reaction with spring-mounted thermo element strip. 
Measuring range -60 - +300°C, short-term up to +500°C.
Use
Also suitable for uneven surfaces.

33971 113
Pipe wrap probe without handle
Type
TE type K, with replaceable measuring head. Measuring range -60 - +130°C.

33971 114
Magnetic probe without handle
Type
TE type K, holding power approx. 10 N. Measuring range -50 - +400°C.
Use
For measuring high temperatures of metal surfaces.

. Air probes

33971 110
Robust air probe with cable handle
Type
TE type K, length 115 mm, Ø 4 mm. Measuring range -60 - +400°C.

33971 140
Air probe
Type
NTC, precise and robust. Measuring range -50 - + 150°C.

. Thermo pair

33971 108
Thermo pair without handle
Type
TE type K, with TE plug, flexible, length 800 mm, 
Glass silk. Measuring range -50 - +400°C.

.
Note: 
Please use the overview in the pricing table to find the
applicable accessories (page 33.34).
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900.

Accessories for Testo measuring instruments33971
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  Technical data:                 TESTO 206-pH1                                
   Measurement transducer:   pH electrode                                         NTC
   Measuring range:                0...14 pH                                               0...60°C (briefly to +80°C max. 5 min.)
   Accuracy +/- 1 digit:            +/- 0.02 pH                                           +/- 0.4°C
   Resolution:                          0.01 pH                                                 0.1°C
   Compensation:                    Autom. Temperature compensation    Auto. Temperature compensation
   Measurement cycle:            2 measurements per second               2 measurements per second
   Dimensions:                        197 x 33 x 20 mm                                197 x 33 x 20 mm

pH measuring instrument for liquids TESTO 206-pH1 

.
Type
- Combination°C and pH
- Quick, precise, simple
- Reliable thanks to automatic final value determina-

tion
- Robust, very low soiling tendency
Use
Deviations of the cooling lubricant quality can be
detected by means of self monitoring and, if
applicable, can be corrected. One of the values to
be recorded is pH.
The pH of the cooling lubricant should be, depen-
dent on the manufacturer's data, between 7.7 and
9.2. This measurement needs to be done while
mixing the concentrate as well as once a week for
emulsions. If pH value drops sharply, there is then a
risk of corrosion, insufficient bio-stability connected
with insufficient service lives (additional costs), dour
problems and health hazards. Measures must be
adopted if the pH value drops by 0.2 pH, and
cooling lubricant should be replaced if it drops by
0.5 pH.

33970 101
Set TESTO 206-pH1
Scope of supply:
One-hand pH/°C measurement device, pH1 probe
head for fluid media, storage cap with gel, TopSafe
and belt holder / wall holder.

33970 102
Starter set TESTO 206-pH1
Scope of supply:
One-hand pH/°C measurement device, pH1 probe
head for fluid media, storage cap with gel, calibrated
dosing bottle 250 ml pH 4+7, TopSafe, belt holder /
wall holder, and aluminium case. 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
       Type                                                                                                                                                 33970            …
                                                                                                                                                                                          
         Device set TESTO 206-pH1                                                                                                                                101
         Starter set TESTO 206-pH1                                                                                                                                102

Temperature and humidity data logger TESTO 176-T2/175-H1

.
33975 201
TESTO 176-T2
Type
Measuring range -35 - +70°C. 2-channel temperatu-
re data logger with connections for very precise
external sensors (Pt100). High-precision temperatu-
re measurements in the foodstuffs sector and in the
laboratory. Temperature monitoring, e.g. in refrigera-
tors with high-precision Pt100 sensors. USB and SD
card interface. Password protection prevents
changes being made by unauthorised persons
Large display with background lighting. Non-volatile
memory for secure data storage, even when battery
is empty. Protection category IP 65. Delivery incl.
battery, wall bracket, lock and calibration protocol.

33975 202
TESTO 175H1
Type
Measuring range -20 - +55°C and 0 100%RH. 
2-channel humidity/temperature logger with internal
sensor (NTC) and capacitive humidity sensor and
integrated USB and SD card connection. Non-volati-
le memory for secure data storage, even when
battery is empty. Protection category IP 54.
Delivery incl. batteries, wall bracket, lock and
calibration protocol.

33975 203
Air probe
Type
Pt100, precise and robust. 
Measuring range -50 - +400°C.
Use
For data logger Testo 176-T2.

33975 204
TESTO ComSoft Basic 5 software
Type
With USB interface for Testo 175 and 176. Basic
software with diagram and spreadsheet display.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

                                                                                       
       Typ                                                33975            …
                                                                                       
         TESTO 176-T2                                           #            201
       TESTO 175-H1                                                        202
       Air sensor                                                  #           203

         ComSoft Basic 5 software                    #           204

33970 

33975

pH testers │ Data logger │ Thermometer │ Hygrometer

33970

33975 201 33975 202 IP
65
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Control Thermometers TESTO 110

.
33976 201
TESTO 110
Type
High-precision measuring instrument, with radio
mode, measurement value recorder: NTC
sensor, LC display with 14 mm character height,
single-row display, changeover °C/°F, battery
display, automatic disengagement, battery designed
for long-term operation. With battery 9 V, type 6
LR61, operation manual and calibration protocol,
without measuring probe (see cat.-no. 33977).
Accuracy:
+/- 0.4° C (-50 - +80° C), +/- 0.3° C (other tempera-
tures).
Use
Ideal for the laboratory and for the foodstuffs,
refrigeration and air-conditioning sectors.

Note:
Other accessories such as wireless modules 
see cat.-no. 33971. Spare batteries see 
cat.-no. 39900 405.

33976 202
NTC surface probe
Type
Waterproof, measuring range -50 - +150° C. 
Error limit maximum 0.5% of measured value.
Use
For even surfaces.

33976 203
Pipe probe
Type
With hook and loop tape, measuring range -50 up to
+ 70° C. Error limit maximum 0.4% of measured
value.
Use
For temperature measurements on pipes up to 
Ø 75 mm.

33976 204
NTC immersion/penetration probe
Type
Measuring range -50 - + 150°C. Error limit maxi-
mum 0.5% of measured value.

33976 201

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Type                                       Measuring range      Resolution        Dimensions     Weight     33976            …
                                                                               °C                     °C                      mm               g                               
         TESTO110                                             -50 … +275                      0.1       182 x 64 x 40            171              #            201
         Surface probe                                      -50 … +150                         –                              –                 –                            202
         Pipe wrap probe                                    -50 … +70                         –                              –                 –                            203
         Immersion/penetration probes       -50 … +150                         –                              –                 –              #           204

33976 203

33976 202

33976 204

33979 102.
Type
With dew point calculation td and display of min/max
values. Humidity sensor not affected by water. 
Type of probe (NTC): 
Accuracy +/-0.5°C (at +25°C). 
Resolution 
0.1°C (0 - +50°C). Operating temperature 0 -
+50°C. Certificate available at additional price.
Use
For continuing measurements of humidity, tempera-
ture, dew point, e.g. for monitoring ambient conditi-
ons and dew point in garden centres, storage
rooms, clean rooms, museums, laboratories etc. 

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405. 

33979 101 
TESTO 608-H1 
Type
measuring range 
+10 to +95% rel. hum., 
0 - +50°C, 
-20 - +50°C td. 
Accuracy 
+/-3%RH (+10 - +95%RH). 
Resolution 
0.1% rel. hum. (0 to +100% rel. hum.). 
Battery 9V, type 6 LR 61.

33979 102 
TESTO 608-H2 
Type
With reliable LED-alarm, when limit values are
exceeded. 
Measuring range 
+2 to +98% rel. hum., 
-10 - +70°C, 
-40 - +70°C td. 
Accuracy 
+/-2% rel. hum. (+2 - +98% rel. hum.). 
Resolution
-40 to +70°C td (0 to +100% rel. hum.). 
Battery 9V, type 6 LR 61 and calibration protocol
included.

Thermo Hygrometers TESTO 608-H1/-H2

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Typ                                                                                                                                                 33979            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
         TESTO 608-H1                                                                                                                                                                      101
         TESTO 608-H2                                                                                                                                                   102

33976

33979
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Humidity Measuring Instrument TESTO 625

.
33981 101
TESTO 625
Type 
With radio mode.
Compact instrumentwith integrated probe for
measuring humidity and temperature. Humidity
sensor not affected by water (2 long-term stability
guaranteed for two years), ABS-housing, 2-line 
LC-display, conversion°C/°F, HOLD/MAX/MIN-key,
calculation and display of dew point, battery display,
automatic switch-off, battery made for long term
operation. Probe, battery 9 V, type 6 LR 61,
operation manual and calibration protocol included.
Certificate available at additional price.
Use
Measures ambient air conditions.

31981 102
Handle for plug-in humidity sensor head for con-
nection to TESTO 625, including sensor cable

Note:
Other accessories such as wireless modules  
see cat.-no. 33971. 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.

33981 101

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Type                                   Measuring range                         Accuracy                    Resolution                    Dimensions                    Weight                           33981            …
                                                                 %RH /°C                           %RH /°C                         %RH/°C                                 mm                              g                                                     
         TESTO 625                     0 … +100 / -10 … +60                  +/- 2.5 / +/- 0.5                             0.1 / 0.1                    182 x 64 x 40                             195                                                     101
         Handle                                                                 –                                            –                                         –                                           –                                  –                                       #            102

33981 102

Sound Measuring Instruments TESTO 815/816

.
33985 101
TESTO 815
Type
- Precision class 2
- Easy to adjust (compensation screwdriver included

in scope of supply)
- Frequency evaluation in acc. with characteristics

curves A and C
- Maximum and minimum value memory
- Installed tripod screw (1/4 inch)
- Reversible time evaluation Fast/Slow
Scope of supply:
- Microphone
- Wind protection
- Battery
Use
For HVAC, in discotheques, production lines and
combustors.

33985 102
TESTO 816
Type 
- Precision class 2
- Easy to adjust (compensation screwdriver included

in scope of supply)
- Frequency evaluation in acc. with characteristics

curves A and C
- Maximum and minimum value memory
- Reversible time evaluation Fast/Slow
- Compliant with DIN EN (ICE 651)
- Automatic range changeover
- BarGraph display
- AC output for connection of recorders 

and amplifiers
- DC output with 10mV/dB for connection of plotters

or data loggers
Scope of supply:
- Microphone
- Wind protection
- Pawl connector 3.5 mm 
- Battery
- In a practical measuring case

Use
For assessors, for workplace measurements and for
measuring industrial and environmental noise.

33985 202
TESTO 816-1
Type 
- Precision class 2
- Frequency evaluation in acc. with characteristics

curves A and C
- Precise noise level measurement in accordance

with IEC 61672-1 and ANSI S1.4 type 2
- Ideal for noise measurement in relation to Health &

Safety at Work and emissions protection legislation
- Integrated data memory for up to 31,000 measure-

ment values
- Long-term measurements possible
- PC software for evaluation and USB cable for data

transmission including
- Reversible time evaluation Fast/Slow
- BarGraph display
- Illuminated display
- AC output for connection of recorders 

and amplifiers
- DC output with 10mV/dB for connection of plotters

or data loggers
Scope of supply:
- Wind protection
- PC software
- USB connection cable
- Screwdriver for calibration
- Battery
- User instructions on CD-ROM
- In a practical measuring case
Use
For workplace measurement, industrial and pro-
duction buildings and in public spaces.

33985 103
Calibrator
Use
For regular calibration of TESTO 815, 816 and 816-1.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.

33985 101

33985 102

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Type                      Overall measuring range                        Accuracy                     Resolution                      Dimension                    Weight                           33985            …
                                                                     dB(A)                              dB(A)                              dB(A)                                  mm                              g                                                     
         TESTO 815                                      +32 ... +130                                 +/- 1.0                                        0.1                    255 x 55 x 43                             195                                                     101
         TESTO 816                                      +30 ... +130                                 +/- 1.0                                        0.1                    309 x 68 x 50                             315                                       #            102
         TESTO 816-1                                  +30 ... +130                                 +/- 1.4                                        0.1                    272 x 83 x 42                             390                                       #           202
         Calibrator                                                             -                                            -                                            -                                            -                                   -                                        #            103

33981

33985

Humidity measuring instrument │ Sound measuring instruments

33985 103

33985 202
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